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HAVE you realised the possibilities of
this famous set ? Can you imagine
the joy resulting from the possession

of such a magnificent receiver ?

Many hundreds have built it and are now
enjoying not only pure reception, but are
receiving stations with magical ease.

The unbounded possibilities of the 64 Elstree
Six " in the number of stations that can be
logged have fascinated all.

Their experience is within your reach.

The June and July numbers of MODERN
WIRELESS gave you full details of construc-
tion and operation. It is simple to build
and easy to handle. It is in fact the receiver
of the year.

Obtainable from all News-
agents, Booksellers,

Bookstalls, or direct from
the Publishers.

Subscription Rates 15/- per
annum (13/6 per annum
Canada & Newfoundland).
Lesser periods pro rata.
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On Guard !
There is no leakage with a " Lotus "
Buoyancy Valve Holder on guard.

Immediate and lasting connection
made when valve pins enter valve
sockets. The leg socket expands and
automatically locks.

Absorbs shock, protects
the valves and eliminates
all microphonic noises.

karfiurs
VALVE I10LDER
Made from best bakelite
moulding with springs of
nickel silver and phosphor
bronze valve sockets.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool,

Makers of the famous "Lotus"
Vernier Coil Holder.

Send for Your Copy
The new Igranic Radio Accessories Catalogue
is now ready. It contains particulars of many
NEW AND INTERESTING COMPONENTS and
SUBSTANTIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS, made
possible by improved manufacturing methods.
Even if you are in no immediate need of compo-
nents you will find the new Igranic Catalogue of
considerable interest and very useful for reference.
Send for your copy (No. S22) immediately.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

Works : BEDFORD.
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LIM9
(Pronounced SIL-DON1

.0005 SQUARE LAW

Dual Condensers
as specified by the designers of the " Elstree Six".

Their unvarying smoothness and ease of ac-
tion is due to the accurately grounded Rotor.

Price : 27/6 each. Set of four, £5 10s.

send for full particu-
lars of

TEMP RYTES
(Regd. Trade Mark),
the perfect control for
all Valve Filaments.
Manufactured in
values to suit all valves
from .3 to .55 ohms.
2/6 each. Holder
Mounting for Tem-
prytes 1/6 each.

SYDNEY S.

Other " CYLE ON " Condensers
SQUARE LAW.

.001 21/.
.0005

Mfds.
17/8

.0003 16,6
16.

.0002.00025 15/6
Complete with 4 in. Knob Dial.

S. L. F.
.0005 Mfds 15/6
..00000035

25 1416

4 in. Knob Dial as supplied with
Square Law Condenser, 2,'- extra.

Cyldon Condensers from your
dealer or post free from makers.

BIRD & SONS,
"Cyldon Works," Sarnesfield Rd., Enfield Town, Middlesex.

Telephone : ENFIELD 672.
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WHY SCRAP YOUR H.T. BATTERY AT
THE END OF ITS LIFE ? WHY NOT

USE AN H.T. ACCUMULATOR THAT
CAN BE RECHARGED ? WHY NOT

THE 66 DUROS " MONOBLOCK
H.T. ACCUMULATOR AT SEVEN

PENCE FARTHING A VOLT?

Advt., A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS, LTD., 9A, Diana Place, N.W.I.
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LOOK
Grid with two guppo"r1s

5 resilient filament supports
keeping filament in

permanent alignment.

!Filament two complete loops.

Anode (with two supports) rut
away to show filament and. grid.

Iris the filament that
counts and this is what

you Pay for.

For 4-uou accumulator or
3 dry cent

THE P.M.3. (General Purpose)
0'1 amp. 16/6

THE P.M.4 (Power) 0'1 amp, 22/6

For 6 -volt accumulator or

4 dry ellTHE P.M.5 (General Purpose)
0  1 amp. 22/6

THE P.M.6 (Power) 0'1 amp. 22/6

For 2 -volt accumulator
THE P.M.1 0'1 amp. 15/6
THE P.M.IL.F. 01 amp. 15/6
THE P.M.2 (Power)0'15 amp. 18/6
1. hest QT Ices delta al*Ly in Irish Free State

at this P.M. Filament and you
will understand why P.M. Valves
are the best value on the market.

THESE
seven' P.M. advantages - reduce your _ maintenance
Costs and give you better results-'

I

2

3

4

6

7

GREATER EMISSION SERVICE.- P.M. Filaments have up to 5i times
greater emission surface than ordinary filaments ensuring a much wider range of
power for economical operation ; in fact, these new filaments are so conservatively
rated that they give ample results at lower voltages than marked and will stand
up to a reasonable overload.

LONGER VALVE LIFE. The special alloy of rare metals that forms the heavy
covering of P.M. Filaments is prepared by a patented process that secures a
copious flow of electrons and the operating temperature is so low that this precious
alloy cannot be discharged, a definite proof of long useful life.

UNBREAKABLE FILAMENT. P.M. Filaments are longer than ordinary
filaments, and retain their ductility even after t,000 hours life, so that it is possible
to tie them in a knot. At no time does the low operating temperature cause sag,
and these filaments are specially set round the five strong resilient hooks so that
they are free from tension and cannot be broken except by the very roughest

NO VISIBLE GLOW. The extreme economy in heat of P.M. Filaments can
Ise judged by the fact that no sign of glow can be discerned during operation.

*EDUCED CURRENT CONSUMPTION. -- P.M. Filaments only require
tine -tenth ampere filament current, giving up to seven times the life of each
accumulator charge, a reduction to one -seventh in your cost of accumulator
maintenance.

NO MICROPHONIC NOISES:"' The unique- method of mounting the
filament within the field of the grid and anode, so that the filament lies without
tension or sag in its correct position, and all the electrons are utilised and controlled,
completely eliminates all microphonic noises, leaving an effective background of
silence to emphasise faithful reception.

MAJESTIC VOLUME. - Every P.M. Valve is a master valve in its Owls class,
/designed to give you

Perfect Radio :-Reception

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE VALVES
WITH .THE P.M.,FILAMENT

Mullard
THE 4MASTER.*VALVE

ADVT., THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD.. NIGHTINGALE LANE, BALHAM; LONDON. S,W.12.
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THIS WEEK'S NOTES AND NEWS
Enterprise

AGOOD example of Australian
enterprise is that of the " Wire-

less reporter," Mr. H. Marks, who,
by the way, is now in London. Mr.
Marks is to the Sydney broadcasting
station what the sports reporter is to
a daily newspaper. He carries his
radio equipment with him (a portable
transmitter), and sends through his
descriptions of any notable events to
the Sydney station, where
they are " put straight on
the air." Mr. Marks is also
sports manager to the
Sydney Grammar School.

Standard' English
THE decision of the

B.B.C. (not yet the
British Broadcasting Cor-
poration !) to set up a stan-
dardised pronunciation for
its announcers is one of great
importance. It has appointed
a committee to decide upon
uniform pronunciation- of
" doubtful " words,' on which
figure such prominent per-
sonages as the Poet Laureate,
Mr. George Bernard Shaw,
and Sir Johnston- Forbes -
Robertson. I am wondering
whether the B.B.O. will have
the ultimate effect of abolish-
ing all dialects, and keeping
the whole of Great Britain to " per-
fect English," which is, of course, at
present spoken by no one.

Beginning at Home
I WONDER how many of my readers

realise the great amount of truth
in Captain Eckersley's recent remark
that the severest critics of the
B.B.C. are within the walls of 2, Savoy
Hill "?  Those who criticise the pro-
grammes from outside may not always
realise this !

"To Encourage the Others I"
WHO shall say that Glasgow is not

a knowing city? One man was
recently fined £5 there for working a

wireless set without a licence, and it
came to light that as a result of a pre-
vious prosecution 200 persons had
taken out licenceewithin two days!

Rail Tests
MORE tests in the direction and

operation of goods trains by
radio have just been very successfully
carried out in the U.S.A. In one
series the engine and the guard's van
were both equipped 'with 115 -metre

dian Government stations. As the
result of this, a broadcast " SOS ",
was sent nightly from the Springfield,
Mass., station, and was htvxd tsy
another party of trappers, who were
able to save the marooned ones just in
time..

that

An interesting article appears elsewhere in this
issue dealing with the Empire's Wireless system.
This view shows the main valve panels at Rugby.

telephony transmitters, and communi-
cation was kept up for five hours,
through rainstorms, thunderstorms,
under bridges, power lines and every
conceivable obstacle. I understand
that the next series of tests will be
carried out between two moving goods
trains.

. Wireless to the Rescue Again

0 NE short wireless message recently
saved the lives of a party of

starving men, marooned at Fox Chan-
nel, north of Hudson Bay. One mem-
ber of the party had managed to reach
the trading post at Southampton
Island, whence a message was sent
southward, which reached the Cana -

An Old' Friend
HEN the station at The Hague

starts up again, I understand
the call -sign and wavelength will

be those used when the station
closed down in 1924, i.e.,
PCGG and 1,150 metres.

Doubtful
AWELL-KNOWN wireless

expert has expressed the
opinion that the huge Rugby
station will be obsolete in two
years' time, on the grounds
that short-wave low -power
wireless will supersede the
long -wave stations. I very
muoh doubt, however, whether,
the shorter wavelengths will
be found reliable enough for a
useful regular service to be
maintained. Any amateur
transmitter will tell you of the
whims of the short waves in
different kinds of weather.
Those " depressions over Ice-
land " generally result in de-
pressions of another kind over
Great Britain.

"A Dangerous Occupation
THE need for caution in handling

even the carefully laid out
broadcast apparatus of to -day was
shown a week or so ago, when Mr.
Lester Wolfe, the announcer at the
Beach Hotel, Chicago, station, was
killed through omitting to switch ,off
the power before replacing a fuse.

The Sooner the Better
IHE,AR that broadcast listeners may

expect much more music and many
fewer talks this next winter. Educa-
tional talks will in particular be

(Continued on next page.).
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THIS WEEK'S NOTES
AND NEWS

(Continued)

shortened and reduced in number.
put why not start it now, while we
have some fine weather?

The German Exhibition
THE German Wireless Exhibition,

held in Berlin, takes place this
year at the same time as our own
" show," and it is expected that it
will be possible to throw open the more
important radio factories in Germany
for inspection by British visitors.

Reports Wanted !
ON October 1 there is to be a World-

wide determination of longitude
by means of radio signals. Listeners
who find that the longitude
of Greenwich has changed
are asked to report imme-
diately, to this office

A Bach Celebration
Aanniversary Bach

programme will be
given from 2L0 to -morrow
July 28), and will include

solos by Mr. Horace Stevens
and numbers by the wireless
orcheStra and chorus.

Don't !
I DO not advise my readers

to fellow up a suggestion
which, curiously enough,
reached me from two separate
sources last week. 'It is as
follows: When you take
out your portable set, don't
carry about weighty high-
tension batteries, but camp
out by the nearest electric railway.
Most of them use 600 volts D.C., and
that is enough to work a power ampli-
fier quite well." Yes, I think so !

The World's Worst
WHAT is the world's most bOring

Y V spectacle? A little while back
I used to think it was a profes-
sional billiards match ; after that I
changed my mind to a crowd of people
playing patience in a club, but now-
you know what is coming-I am cer-
tain that it is the lotinge of Of hotel
filled with people all sitting in strained
attitudes with headphones reposing
upon their craniums (or is it crania?)
in various uncomfortable positions.

Slander !
LTHOUGH a famous humorous

paper recently gave us a picture
of the old -lady who wanted to know
" whether it was a saxophone or a
deep depression over Iceland," I have
only just met a person who says that
the disadvantage of wireless will
always be that all musical instruments
sound the same. And he uses a crystal
set I

Did your aerial mast sprout ? This one,
erected near Colchester, did.

The German " Show "-
" Juice " for Portables -

The World's Worst

Retirement of a Pioneer
IHEAR that Dr. J. A. Fleming,

the inventor of the thermionic
valve, has, retired from his position
as Professor of Electrical Engineering
at London University, after 41 years'
work. This " grand old man of wire-
less," as he is often called, will no
doubt enjoy his well-earned rest.
Many specimens of his original -valves
may, be seen in the Science Museum
at South Kensington.

A Good Example
HF4AR that M. Sacha Guitry has
given to charities the sum of 50

guineas. that he received for
his recent broadcast. Let
us hope that --many of them
will follow his example !

Easy !
ACORRESPONDENT in

a contemporary asks
" Is it possible to work a
loud -speaker from a crystal
set at 20 miles from Daven-
try with sufficient strength
to fill a medium-sized
room? " Yes, certainly.
The only additional appara-
tus needed is a really good.
two -valve L.F. amplifier.

A New Station
AN E W commercial
station is, I hear, to

be erected by the Tanganyika
Territory Government at
Dar-es-Salaam during this

year. It will not be used for the pur-
pose of broadcasting however.

I

The Berne broadcasting station is one of the very few
which possesses a real station building of its own.

Lt. -Commander Kenworthy refers in
his article on " Imperial Wireless " to
ohe giant valves used at Rugby: Here
ne of them is being compared with a

receiving valve.

Wavelengths
ALL European wavelengths are to

be revised during the second
week ip September. I have now
heard officially that Geneva has
allotted Great Britain nine exclusive
wavelengths under the new scheme,
so that I think I may say that we
shall be certain of receiving at least
one B.B.C. station clear of inter-
ference,!

Seaside Programmes

THE 13.B.C. is already negotiating
with several popular, seaside

resorts with a view to securing a full
night's programme on the lines of that
recently given from Brighton. In-
cidentally, the " slogan " craze is in
great danger of spreading to seaside
towns.

CALL -SIGN.
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WHO INVENTED THE NEUTRODYNE ?

"We should in England call it
the Scott -Taggart Neutrodyne"

-Professor Hazeltine

NEW FACTS ABOUT A GREAT INVENTION

FA'
How it Came

HE utmost interest is
being shown in the
whole question of the
neutrodyne circuit.
Although such cir-
cuits have from time
to time been ' incor-

porated in various receivers, the
extraordinary success of the "Elstree
Six " has persuaded the wireless
public that for selectivity, range,
signal strength and non -radiation
the neutrodyne stands supreme.
The work done at Elstree by
the Radio Press engineers, headed
by Mr. ISeott.Taggart, has been
of such an important and far-
reaching character that the
designs which will emanate
from the Radio Press journals
will be the ones to be followed
by home constructors all over
the country. Although in
America the manufacturers and
public immediately appreciated
the merits of the neutrodyne,
yet neither have hitherto
fully done so in Great Britain.
The wide publicity and dozens
of demonstrations of the
" Elstree Six "-described in
the June and July issues of
Mod ern Wireless-have, after
three and a -half years, , made
the neutrodyne " catch on."

Inner History
As regards the wireless trade,

special interest in the neutro-
dyne has been aroused not
only by the work of the,
Radio Press engineers but by the
importation of American receivers
using this invention. The interest of
the trade was increased still further
by an article by Mr. H. T. P. Gee, the
Patent Agent, in the June issue of
The Wireless Dealer. This article
disclosed some extraordinary facts
about the inner history of the neutro-
dyne. Mr. Gee explained that the
neutralised circuit as used in the
modern receiver was first invented by
Mr. Scott -Taggart in this country and
embodied in his British Patent 217971,
dated January 2, 1923.

to be Sold to America
The Simultaneous Invention

In the spring of 1923, after the filing
of the Scott -Taggart patent, Pro-
fessor Hazeltine, an eminent scientist,
disclosed his neutrodyne invention,
which was practically identical with
the Scott -Taggart patent. Each in-
ventor working independently and
separated by 3,000 miles had evolved
the same idea. This is not the first
time a great invention has been simul-
taneously developed in Great Britain
and the "United States. A similar
state of affairs occurred in the case

se

in this country by three. months-a
short period but one of great legal
and general importance when it is a
question of " who was first? "

Wide Scope
In America the position is different,

although it is interesting to note that
the early Hazeltine patents did not
contemplate a wireless receiver. Pro-
fessor Hazeltine, who is now in this
country, himself states that his idea
was to use neutralising for land -line
telephony and his patents show iron -
core transformers in his circuit. It

was only later that he developed

The independent inventors of the Neutrodyne in
Great Britain and America respectively : Mr.
John Scott -Taggart (left) and Professor Hazeltine
fright). The receiver in the background is the

Elstree Six," made possible by the Neutrodyne
invention.

of reaction in 1913; in Great Britain
we accord the credit to Mr. C. S.
Franklin, of the Marconi Company,
and his patent is the master patent in
this country. In America, however,
the credit goes to E. M. Armstrong.
The question -of giving credit to an
inventor is not simply a question of
national sentiment but the priority of
patents. The Scott -Taggart Neutro-
dyne Patent 217971 is dated Janu-
ary 2, 1923, while the earliest date of
the Hazeltine patents (Nos. 222895
and 223181) is April 5, 1923. Scott -
Taggart, therefore, precedes Hazeltine

"1 the idea of using the principle
in a wireless receiver. The
Scott - Taggart patent, as
granted by the British Patent
Office, is extremely wide in its
scope, and covers every modern
type of neutralised circuit,
whereas the Hazeltine patents,
both in America and Great
Britain, are much narrower in
scope.

American Appreciation
Scott-Taggart's priority of

invention in this country was
appreciated by the Hazeltine
Corporation - the company
which owns the Hazeltine
patents in America and licences
some dozen leading manufac-
turers to use the invention --
when they found that they were
anticipated. They did the ob-
vious thing and approached
John Scott -Taggart and offered

to buy the British, American, and
Canadian patent rights. The approach
was made through a British patent
agent who declined to reveal who the
intending purchasers were.

Prior to this the Scott -Taggart
patent had been published in June,
1923, in Wireless Weekly, and the
British industry was fully aware of
the inventor's claims, but not a single
firm approached the owner of the
patent. Ultimately Mr. John Scott -
Taggart himself endeavoured to
interest the trade in the neutralising

(Continued on next page.)
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Who Invented the Neutrodyne? continued

system, but his patent did not arouse
interest and no offer to purchase was
made. This perhaps is not to be
wondered at; as recently as a year ago
probably the largest manufacturer of
broadcast receivers declared publicly
that the neutrodyne was dying out in
America and that it would never
become popular in this country.

tion that a British invention and a
British patent of the first magnitude
has been sold to America, and that
now that manufacturers are beginning
to appreciate the great merits of the
neutrodyne, they are witnessing the
importation of sets from America
which are actually licensed under the
Scott -Taggart patent, the vital im-

neutrodyne. The value of the inven-
tion was appreciated from the first,
and America's enterprise is in striking
contrast to our -own. The neutrodyne
receiver in America has had a colossal
success. No other invention has had
such an extraordinary vogue. Up to
date $35,000,000 (£7,000,000) worth
of licensed neutrodyne receivers have

The Claims of the Scott -Taggart Patent, No. 217971 of January 2, 1923,
which is Prior to the Hazeltine Patents, Nos. 222895 and 223181.

1. A radio -frequency amplifier in
which the currents are amplified by a
plurality of stages of amplification
involving a plurality of tuned circuits,
a condenser, or condensers, being con-
nected so as to produce a reverse
reaction effect to counteract the ten-
dency of the amplifier to generate
oscillations.

2. A wireless receiver in which the
incoming waves produce radio -fre-
quency currents which are amplified
by a plurality of stages of amplifica-
tion involving a plurality of tuned
circuits, a condenser, or condensers,
being connected so as to produce a
reverse reaction effect to counteract
the tendency of the amplifier to
generate oscillations.

3. A wireless receiver in which the
incoming high -frequency currents are
amplified by a plurality of valves in
cascade, a plurality of the intervalve
coupling arrangements comprising cir-
cuits tuned, or approximately tuned,
to the incoming wavelength, and in
which the amplifier circuits are main-
tained in a stable non -oscillating con-
dition by the connection of a con-
denser, or condensers, to produce
reverse reaction effects.

4. A wireless receiver in which the
incoming high -frequency currents are
amplified by a plurality of valves in
cascade coupled together in two cases
at least, by the aid of circuits tuned, or
approximately tuned, to the incoming
wavelength, and in which condensers
are used, in the case of at least two
valves, to feed back output currents of
the valves to their respective input
circuits so as to lessen the natural
reaction effect in the valves con-
cerned.

5. A wireless receiver in which the
incoming high -frequency currents are
amplified by a plurality of three -
electrode valves in cascade coupled
together, in two cases at least, by
the aid of circuits tuned, or approxi-
mately tuned, to the incoming wave-
length, and in which a condenser is
connected across the grid of an ampli-
fying valve and a point on the anode
output circuit or circuits such that
the potentials at this point tend to
neutralise the self -oscillation tendency
of the valve, this stabilising connec-
tion being made in the case of at least
two amplifying valves.

6. A wireless receiver in which the
incoming high -frequency currents are
amplified by a plurality of three -
electrode valves in cascade coupled
in at least two cases by means of a
radio -frequency transformer having
tuned primary and/or secondary, a
condenser, in the case of each of the
amplifying valves, being connected
across a point on the secondary of
each transformer and a point on the
grid circuit of the valve in front of the
transformer.

7. A wireless receiver as in the pre-
ceding claim in which the secondaries
only of the transformers are used.

8. A wireless receiver as in any of
the preceding claims in which two of
the intervalve couplings involve a
tuned circuit, the connections between
each grid circuit and its corresponding
anode circuit being such that there is a
point in the circuit associated with the
anode where the potentials at any
given moment are of opposite sign
to those at the anode of the valve, such
a point being connected through a
condenser to an appropriate point in
the grid circuit of the valve.

9. A wireless receiver as in any of
the preceding claims in which two of
the couplings consist of single tuned
anode circuits, the connections between
each grid circuit and its corresponding
anode circuit being such that there is a
point in the tuned anode circuit where
the potentials at any given moment
are of opposite sign to those at the
anode of the valve, such a point being
connected through a condenser to an
appropriate point in the grid circuit
of the valve.

10. A wireless receiver as in the pre-
ceding claim in which a tapping is
taken from a point intermediate be-
tween the ends of the tuned anode
inductance to the positive terminal
of the high-tension battery.

11. An amplifying system using a
thermionic valve in which the natural
capacity coupling between anode and
grid circuits is supplemented by a con-
denser, another condenser being used
to balance out, or partially balance
out, the reaction.

12. A wireless receiver in accordance
with Claim 8 in which, in the case of two
valves, each anode circuit has associated
with it a tuned circuit, an inductance
being coupled to an inductance directly
in the anode circuit to obtain a phase
reversal, one end of the first mentioned
inductance being connected through a
condenser to the grid of the valve.

13. A wireless receiver comprising a
valve in which opposing potentials
from, or beyond, the output circuit are
conveyed to the grid circuit by two
condensers, one passing potentials
tending to produce a reaction effect
and the other passing potentials tending
to produce a reverse reaction effect.

Irony !
Immediately after the British trade

had " turned down " the Scott -
Taggart patent it was bought by the
Hazeltine Corporation, although the
inventor only knew he had sold his
patent to an agent without knowing
who were the actual purchasers.
Meanwhile we have the ironical posi-

portance of which they failed to
realise !

Big Figures
Meanwhile Professor Hazeltine and

his business associates exploited his
corresponding patents in America to
the full. The Hazeltine Corporation
was formed and fourteen leading
manufacturers were licensed to use the

been sold. Professor Hazeltine and
his associates in the Hazeltine Cor-
poration draw patent licence fees to
the extent of £120,000 per annum.

Anticipated
Having achieved such remarkable

success in the U.S.A. the Hazeltine
Corporation turned its attention to
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Remarkable Facts about a Key Invention
Great Britain. They found, however,
that their own patents were antici-
pated by the Scott -Taggart patent.
The importance they attach to the
latter is indicated by the annual
report of the Hazeltine Corporation
Which has just been published, and
which was the first news Mr. Scott -
Taggart had that he had unknowingly
sold his patent to this powerful
American concern. The report to the
shareholders states: " Your company
is also the owner of the John Scott -
Taggart patent in Great Britain and
corresponding patents in the United
States and Canada. These patents
are of great importance, particularly
in Great Britain."

Two Important Actions
Such is the story outlined by Mr.

H. T. P. Gee, and since his article
appeared on June 15 last further
evidence has come to light. In
America two patent actions have just

this country. It is the keystone of the
position."

A Generous Tribute
At the recent luncheon at the Savoy

receiver that is known as the neutro-
dyne. Similar work was being done
along the same lines by Mr. Scott -
Taggart, and I feel that while we in

Hotel, London, Professor Hazeltine
paid a generous tribute to the work of
Mt. John Scott -Taggart before a
gathering of nearly a hundred guests

4-44.4-44.-444-44-44-44-4-44.

been concluded which indicate the
novelty and merit of the neutrodyne.
One action was by the Hazeltine Cor-
poration for infringement of their
patent rights. This action they won,
and the judge paid very generous tri-
bute to what he regarded as a pioneer
invention. The other action was one
taken by the Radio Corporation of
America against a manufacturer of
the neutrodyne. The Radio Corpora-
tion claimed that the neutrodyne in-
fringed earlier patents 9,f their <>vim,
particularly one covering an invention
of Rice. The Radio Corporation lost
their case and the judge held that the
Rice patent in its broader claims was
invalid. This two-faced legal victory
for the neutrodyne has given added
importance to the invention. At the
conclusion of this litigation Professor
Hazeltine has come over to England,
and in an interview in July stated:
" The Scott -Taggart invention is the
master patent on the neutrodyne in

444-4-4-4.4-4444-4-4-444-4-
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representing the British radio
industry.

In his speech outlining the out-

America call the receiver the Hazel-
tine Neutrodyne, we should in Eng-
land call it the Scott -Taggart
Nentrodyne."

Scope of the Patent
Readers who are interested may

care to read the claims which are ex-
tracted from the Scott -Taggart master
patent. It is required by law that
the inventor should state precisely
what his invention covers, and this is
done by making a series of claims. If
a wireless receiver comes under the
description in any of the claims, it
will infringe the patent. It will be

every modern
receiver comes within the scope of the
patent. In addition to the claims we
are publishing the circuits given in
the Scott -Taggart patent merely as
examples of his neutrodyne invention.
We may mention incidentally that

4-4-  44-44  44444-44-54-44-4-4-

standing inventions leading up to the
modern receiver he stated: " I had
done some work along those lines
generally and the result was the

The three circuits illustrated on this page are
reproduced from the Scott -Taggart Patent 217971'

71

4-44-4.44- 4.4.4.44.4.4.4-4.4-qH-4wc

the word " Neutrodyne " Is a regis-
tered trade mark belonging exclu-
sively to the owners of the Scott
Taggart patent.

NEXT  WEEKfinMEMMEN.
Another Special Article on ",

Condensers by Mr. Reyner. :
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AN "ALL -WAVE"
SINGLE -VALVE SET

By L. H. THOMAS

!N.V. . .

T the present time it
is generally acknow-
ledged that with the
greater variety of
components readily
obtainable it is more
feasible to make one

receiver to serve all purposes than it
has ever been before. A year
or so ago, when the shorter
waves were first brought into,
use, it was considered im-
practicable to use one set for
ordinary broadcast reception,
as well as an occasional bout
of listening on short waves,
and perhaps a " fish round "
now and again among the
long -wave commercial sta-
tions, for the purpose of
receiving weather reports,
time signals, etc., or often
simply on account of the
fascination of listening to
Press messages and shipping
traffic.

The Chief Difficulty
The chief objection was

that practically the only
method of covering all these
ranges was to use coils of the
" plug-in variety. It was necessary
to accumulate rather a large stock of
them, and one receiver were to be
used for all wavelengths, it was gener-

The leads from the plug-in single -coil -
holder are carried out with flex.

ally found that the reaction was
harder to handle as the wavelength
went down. " Swinging -coil " reac-

tion is generally considered more diffi-
cult to handle efficiently than some of
the capacity -controlled forms, especi-
ally on the lower wavelengths.

The single -valve receiver described
in this article may be regarded almost
as an " all-purpose " set, as the reac-
tion control has been found to func-

LA TH

"

23A" OS"

the knob by which it is adjusted being
that at the bottom of the panel, under
the filament resistance. The make of
condenser employed is supplied with
provision for " remote -control," and
full particulars for fixing this will be
found in the box in which these com-
ponents are supplied. This is another

feature which makes the set
34. readily adaptable for all

wavelengths, as all hand -
capacity troubles are entirely
eliminated, the control knob
being right away from any of
the points in the circuit that
are at high -frequency poten
tial above earth. The reduc-
tion ratio, being about 10:1,
also simplifies the handling of
the set considerably.

To simplify the construc-
tion of the set, no note -mag-
nifier has been incorporated;
it will, of course, be realised
that the_ addition of an
amplifier, should one be
desired in order to obtain
loud -speaker results, etc., will
in no way interfere with the
performance or operation of
the receiver.

Materials
The actual components used are

listed below, together with the manu-
facturers' names, although they need
not be strictly adhered to in every
detail.

One " Mahoganite " panel, 12 in.
by 8 in. (American Hard Rubber Co.,
Ltd.).

One cabinet to take above, with
baseboard 9 in. deep, and two panel
brackets (Cameo).

One .0005 slow-motion variable con-
denser and one standard .00025 vari-
able _condenser (" Cosmos," Metro -
Vick Supplies, Ltd.).

One 6 -ohm filament resistance
(" Atlas," Clarke).

One " Clearer -Tone " valve -holder
(Benjamin Electric, Ltd.).

One " Success H.F. choke (Beard
& Fitch, Ltd.).
. One base for " Dimic " coils, with
coils to cover the desired range of
wavelengths (L. McMichael, Ltd.).

One base -mounting coil -holder
(Burne-Jones & Co.).

One 7 -terminal strip (Burn -Jones
& Co.).

211

Fig. 1.-The small knob below that marked RI is a
remote -control" for the aerial tuning condenser CI.

tion quite efficiently and smoothly on
all wavelengths from about 18 metres
to 1,600 metres, and even higher. In
addition to this, different degrees of
selectivity may be obtained with very
slight alterations, and, as far as can
be ascertained on test, with very little
effect upon the sensitivity.

The Circuit
The circuit diagram shows that

quite a straightforward " Reinartz "
arrangement has been employed, a
centre -tapped coil being used for the
grid and anode circuits, and the aerial
being coupled 'to the set either by
connecting it straight on to the anode
end of the centre -tapped coil or by
using inductive coupling, the latter
being arranged by means of a standard
plug-in coil.

A variable condenser across the
" grid " half of the centre -tapped coil
controls the wavelength, while the
reaction is controlled by means of the
other variable condenser.

Slow -Motion Control
A form of slow-motion control has

been provided on the condenser Ci,
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Short- or Long -Wave Stations on One Set
One .0003 fixed condenser and 2-

megohm "Dumetohm " grid -leak
(Dubilier Condenser Co.).

Join aerial terminal to a clip by means of flex.
Join earth terminal to Ll coil socket (pin

connection) by flex wire, and then join this point
to L.T.-F and moving arm of filament resistance
(Rl ).

Join to remaining connection on LI coil socket
a short length of bare wire.

Join right-hand terminal of split -coil base to
grid condenser and leak (03, R2) and to fixed
plates Cl.

arrangement gives good selectivity,
and at the same time does away with
the necessity for an extra control.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS
Join remaining side of grid -condenser and leak

(C3, R2) to G terminal of valve -bolder.

Join centre terminals of split -coil base together,
and thence to moving plates of Cl.

Join moving plates of Cl to one side of RI and
to one filament contact of valve -holder.

Join left-hand terminal of split -coil base to
moving plates of C2 ; *also to split -coil base
terminal secure a piece of bare wire.

Various brass bolts, wood screws.
Glazite, two terminals, etc.

Coil Mountings
In order that the requisite amount

of coupling may be obtained when a
loose -coupled circuit is employed in
this receiver, the -" Dimic " coil base
has been raised from the baseboard by
means of two of the smallest type reel
insulators. The aerial coil is then
coupled to it by means of a standard
base -mounting coil -holder, screwed to
the baseboard at one point only, so
that the degree of coupling may be
varied roughly to suit the construe.
tor's needs.' A short length of
Glazite, with -the insulating covering
stripped off, is attached to the ter-
minal of the docket which is connected
to the aerial, and a similar length to
the anode end of the " Dimic " coil -
mount. The flexible lead from the
aerial terminal (on the front panel)
ends in a clip which may be attached
to either of these points.

It should be noted that when the
aerial is inductively coupled to the

lay -out, but also with due regard to
the position which made for the easiest
operation. Care should be taken

Join fixed plates of 02 to A terminal on valve -
holder and thence to one side of H.F. choke
(L3).

Join remaining side of H.F. choke (L3) to one
phone terminal.

Join remaining phone terminal to H.T.+.
Join remaining filament contact on valve -

holder to L.T.-.
Join to L.T.±.

Construction
With regard to the actual -construc-

tion of the receiver, the only part
--+-4.--41-4-4.--4-4-4-4-4-4.4-4-4-4.

A,

L,

A2 C2.00025

E

3

Fig. 2.-The coil L3 in this circuit
diagram is an H.F. choke.

needing comment is the " remote -con-
trol " mounting for the eariable con -

that the manufacturers' -instructions
for the mounting of this component
are followed in every detail, other-
wise the control may not be as satis-
factory as it should be. The spring
belt (which may be clearly seen in the
back of panel photographs) should be
drawn just sufficiently tight to get rid
of any tendency to slip4 if it is
attempted to tighten it further than
this, a rough, jerky control may
result.

Reaction Control
The reaction condenser gives a per-

fectly smooth control of oscillation,
and one which may be used without
necessitating retuning the station that
is being " operated on." That is to
say, the receiver may be brought up
nearer to the %ciliation point with-
out the need of retuning the grid
(secondary) circuit by the condenser
CI.

As the circuit is one employing
" parallel feed," i.e., the H.T. is fed
direct across plate and filament, an
H.F. choke being inserted in the posi-

A back -of -panel view of the complete receiver in
which the coils and valve are in position.

To obtain a swivelling movement, the single coil
mount seen on the right of the baseboard is only

secured by one screw.

set, no provision has been made for denser. The writer placed this knob ' tive lead, no by-pass condenser istuning the aerial circuit, which is
therefore " tight -coupled." This

below that of the filament rheostat,
not simply to give a symmetrical panel

provided for the telephones.
(Continued on next page.)

This
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An "All -Wave" Single -Valve Set-continued
should, of course, be borne in mind
when adding an L.F. amplifier, as it
sometimes happens that a by-pass con-
denser is desirable across the primary
of the first L.F. transformer, and
should be added if the amplifier seems
unstable.

The Shorter Waves
When using the set for reception on

the shorter wavelengths it should be
remembered by those readers who have
had little experience of this fascinat-
ing branch of reception that special
care is needed in the handling of the
controls. As is well-known, the num-
ber of stations that can work without
interference within a band of about
five or even three metres (say between
45 and 48 metres) is extremely large.
This is because the " frequency -
band " between 45 and 48 metres is
enormously broader than a similar
band between, say, 360 and 363
metres, although the " wavelength -
bands " may be said to 'be the same.

Why It Is
Actually, the frequency correspond-

ing to 360 metres is 833.3 kilocycles,
and that corresponding to 363 metres
is 826.4 kilocycles. The band may
thus be said to be 6.9 kilocycles wide.
Now, taking the case of the band
between 45 and 48 metres, the fre-
quency at 45 metres is 6,666.6 kilo-
cycles, and at 48 metres 6,250 kilo-
cycles. The width of this band is thus
416.6 kilocycles. Two stations, to be
quite clear of one another,
require to be separated by
at least 10 kilocycles;
therefore we see that there
is not really, room for one
in the 360-363 metre band,
whereas in the 45-48 metro
band there might be forty-
one stations working! It
is quite evident that tun-
ing will need to be carried
out with considerable care,
or stations may be passed
completely, without the
slightest indication that
they are there.

Care Needed

With the slow-motion
drive provided on the con-
denser actually used, how-
ever, all that was neces-
sary was to turn the con-

 trot knob extremely deli-
berately and slowly, and,
on account of the stability

vary for different lengths of aerials.
It was also found advisable to use as
low a value of high-tension as possible,

H.T.

Fig. 3.-The disposition of the com-
ponents on the baseboard may be

gathered from this wiring diagram.

as this gave the smooth reaction con-
trol that is even .more desirable on
short waves than on the broadcast

well worth remembering in the case
of readers in a similar position to the
writer.

The wave -bands below the normal
broadcast wavelength which will be
found most interesting are as
follows: 20-25 metres (amateur work),
30-48 metres (amateurs and commer-
cial stations, also WGY) 60-120
metres (commercials and KDKA), and
150-200 metres (amateurs, chiefly
using telephony). It should be
remembered, of course, that the lowest
band of all is chiefly a " daylight
wave," but American stations may be
received on 20 metres all through the
night, when conditions are favourable.

Results

The writer has been using this set
both for ordinary broadcast work and
for short-wave DX " reception for
some time now, and has found it
equal to a " specialised " set for
either purpose in every. way. 2L0, at
a distance of about six miles, is
received quite audibly on the loud-
speaker, sufficient to fill a fairly quiet
room. Using the aerial direct on the
anode end of the coil, 5IT is received
absolutely clear of London, avid 6BM
with just a trace of " background."
By tight -coupling the aerial (with the
coil L, as close to the centre -tapped
coil as it can be arranged) Bourne-
mouth may be received without inter-
ference from London and at quite a

fair strength. With any

AT THE " WIRELESS " LABORATORIES

This group was taken on the occasion of Professor
Hazeltine's visit to our laboratories. Left to right :
Mr. Percy W. Harris, Mr. John Scott -Taggart (holding

"Mu "), Prof. L. A. Hazeltine, and Mr. J. H. Reyner.

of the set, and the complete freedom
from capacity effects, short-wave
signals were received very well.

The aerial was coupled to the short-
wave " Dimic " coil by means of a
single turn of No. 16 wire fixed to a
standard coil -plug and inserted in the
socket for L,. The coupling used was
fairly tight, but this will, of course,

band, although it is rather more diffi-
cult to obtain.

Earthing
In some of the tests a counterpoise

was used in place of a direct earth,
but the only effect of this was slightly

- to lessen interference from a nearby
electric railway.  This is, however,

of the amplifiers described
in WIRELE S two weeks
ago this set would work a
loud -speaker on' 5IT and
6BM very easily.

Above and Below
On the shorter waves

Australia, New Zealand
and Brazil, as well
as several United States
amateurs, were heard
on the single valve only,
and the operation: of
the set was found quite
reasonably easy. KDKA
was also heard on 65
metres, but as atmospherics
were particularly bad on
all the nights on which he
Was tuned in the pro-
gramme was not exactly
enjoyable, and was not
really given a fair chance.

Daventry and Radio -
Paris may be received with

a No. 3 or 3A Dimic coil, the aerial
always being coupled directly- for
these longer waves.

Further notes on the operation of
the set will appear in a later issue.

" MODERN WIRELESS "
1l- On Sale July 31st. 11-
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Three reasons for the amazing
efficiency of the new Cossor

" Point One" series of Valves

1. Absolute Uniformity
If a number of valves were made with identical
filaments, grids and anodes without due regard to
the exact spacing of these elements, considerable
variations in performance would result. True
uniformity in Cossor Point One Valves is achieved
through Co -axial Mounting-a method which
secures the three elements to each other at the
top and infallibly holds them in exact alignment
for all time.

2. A Shockproof Filament Sus -
pension System

The filament in the Cossor Point One is arched
and retained in position by a fine wire which is
secured to the seonite insulator immediately above
it. It is not held under tension. The fine wire
provides just that degree of elasticity which en- is

ables the filament to withstand the sharp blow
which would shatter the filament in an ordinary
valve.

3. Current Consumption Cut to
One Third

The new Cossor Point One sets a new record for
economy. It requires only one tenth of an ampere
at 1.8 volts. That means that a Super Heterodyne
using seven of them would still consume less
current than a little single -valve set using one
Bright Emitter. A Cossor Point One will work
satisfactorily as low as 1.2 volts with a current
consumption of amp.-thus being suitable for
use with dry cells when required.

Coss r P

Co = axial
Mounting

-described by the Technical
Press as "one of the greatest
developments in Valve con-
struction during recent years."

AS the old adage says, " Necessity is the Mother of
Invention." The congested traffic conditions of to -day
necessitated the invention of four-wheel brakes to ensure

the greatest possible measure of safety. And in like manner
to -day's wireless conditions have forced the successful develop-
ment of Co -axial Mounting in order to ensure the greatest pos-
sible uniformity between valves of the same type. This in turn
obviously means a big increase in efficiency in any Receiving
Set using two or more stages of high frequency amplification.
Greater sensitiveness --improved stability better tone.
Co -axial Mounting introduced a few weeks ago by Cossor will
exert a far reaching influence upon Vttive design. For the first
time there i. available a method of construction which during
the whole life of the valve automatically ensures perfect
alignment between the filament, the grid and the anode. All
three of these elements are permanently secured to,each other
at the top of the valve by means of a seonite insulator. Not
even the hardest knock can displace their relative positions.
Co -axial Mounting permits a far higher degree of uniformity
being attained than ever before. The importance of this will
be instantly realised by all those using such multi -valve sets as
Neutrodynes and Super -Heterodynes where the exact matching
of valves makes all the difference between success and failure.
It is safe to prophesy that the forthcoming season will witness
-with the aid of these new Cossor Point One Valves-the
shattering of all records for long distance reception.

in

Available in three types :
COSSOR POINT ONE

Black Band: For Detector
or L.F. - - 15/6

(Consumption '1 amp.)

Red Band : ,For H.F. use - 15/6
(Consumptiom '1 ampd

STENTOR TWO
Green Band : For power

use - - - 18/6
(Consumption '15 amp.)
All operate at 1.8 volts.

Issued by A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5. Gilbert Ad. 5538
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I PROFESSOR HAZELTINE :

ON THE RADIO ART

id Hid

IMPORTANT SPEECHES AT " THE
WIRELESS DEALER " LUNCHEON

N Thursday, July 15,
1926, a luncheon was
given at the Savoy
Hotel by the pro-
prietors of The Wire-
less Dealer to Pro-
fessor L. A. Hazel-

tine, and a large company were pre-
sent to meet him. The guests, who
numbered nearly one hundred, in-
cluded Professor L. A. Hazeltine (the
guest of honour), Mr. Willis, Mr. H.
Taylor (of the Hazeltine Corporation),
Sir Edward Marshall Hall,
K.C., Captain Ian Fraser,
M.P., Captain P. P. Eckers-
ley, Captain H. J. Round,
Lieut. - Commander K e n -
worthy, Lieut.-Colonel Eric
Ball, the Press, and a very
large number f representa-
tive members of the industry..

The Speakers

The chair was taken by
Mr. Percy W. Harris, and -
after a speech of welcome by
t h e Chairman, Professor
Hazeltine replied in an im-
portant speech outlining the
progress of the radio art.
This speech is reprOduced
b e. l o w. Following this,
Colonel Eric Ball proposed
the health of the B.B.C.,
and Captain Eckersley re-
plied on behalf of that Com-
pany. The toast of " The Industry "
was proposed by Captain Ian Fraser,
M.P., supported by Commander Ken -
worthy, M.P., and replied to on behalf
of the industry by Mr. Joseph Joseph.

Professor Hazeltine's Speech
Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen: I feel

awed by this august assemblage of the
wireless men of Great Britain. To be
the guest at such a luncheon is an
honour which I did not anticipate and
for which I am quite unworthy.

The Chairman's reference to the
-warm welcome which he received on his
visit to America can already be
echoed; for yesterday, my first day in
London, I was immediately taken in
hand by Mr. Scott -Taggart and Mr._

Harris and given my first impression
of the fine development work being
carried on in England in the field of
wireless.

Home!
On my arrival I was asked how long

it was since I had last visited England.
My reply was, Three hundred years!
(Laughter.) I was thinking of the
time when my father's family
emigrated from England to America.
We of America are accustomed to

modern
mitt ing
tuning.
element

This picture was taken at one of the many trade
demonstrations of the " Elstree Six" at the

" Wireless" laboratories.
think of early English literature,
science, culture, as being ours as much
as yours. Perhaps it was this feeling,
perhaps' it was the fact that my
another was born a British subject, a
Canadian, that made me feel when I
first saw the coast of England that I,
too, had come home! (Cheers.)

Before I really start the subject of
my talk I must express regret that I
have such an early place on the pro-
gramme. It was my hope to at least
be preceded by Captain Eckersley, for
the inspiration afforded by his charac-
teristic wit. When I met him a
couple of years ago at Secretary
Hoover's Radio Conference in Wash-
ington it was to listen to the best
speech made at that gathering.

A Review
Perhaps it might be appropriate on

this occasion to review the steps that
have led to modern wireless. I shall
confine my attention to those steps
that have represented a permanent
advance.

The most conspicuous element of all
wireless systems, both trans -
and receiving, is that of
The introduction of this

is largely due to that world-
famous scientist and pioneer
in wireless, Sir Oliver Lodge.
(Cheers.) It is a keen dis-
appointment to me that at
the last minute he found it
impossible to be present at
this luncheon and that I was
denied of
paying my homage to a man
from whose writings I have
received instruction a n d
pleasure since my student
days.

Another essential element
in modern wireless is rectifi-
cation, by which a modulated
high -frequency current is con-
verted into a modulated
direct current. This element
appears to have first been
proposed by our American
scientist, Dr. Pupin.

A third element now almost
universal-to become quite ,

universal before wireless can
have its full development-is the use
of continuous waves, first accomplished
by Prof. Fessenden, also on our side of
the Atlantic.

The Key
The subsequent development of

wireless is almost entirely centred
around the thermionio valve. The
expenimental discovery by Edison of
thermionic conduction in a vacuum
tube was first applied to wireless by
your Prof. Fleming, who thus gave us
the Fleming valve. Then our Dr. de
Forest introduced the third electrode
and opened up 'a new field with the
possibility of amplification.

I have been rapidly skipping back
(Continued on page 346.)
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MONSIMNIVORM

A TALK ABOUT
. . FRAME AERIALS

Zi:ftitie:*? fillREIMENMEVZ.IAM IININSIMINNIN =ME =OM

By Captain H. J. ROUND, M.C., M.I.E.E.
MaiWka4.At...:CliMM-, .

Frame aerials are apt to be regarded as" somer/hat of .a difficult subject by the novice, but the very clear explanations which
Captain Round gives in this article will enable even the beginner to use a frame understandingly and so obtain better results.

ECENTLY I talked
about the more ordi-
nary type of aerial
and the questions in-
volved in its effi-
ciency. This week I
will describe in detail

the action of that very fascinating
arrangement called the frame aerial.

I think a very crude analogy will
show quantitatively what a frame is
doing. Fig. 1 shows a view of a water
wave, and C represents a cork bobbing
between the position C and C,. If we
are watching C with a telescope fixed
on the ground, then we may say that
C C, represents the strength of the
signal, but if instead of one cork C
we have two' corks D and E joined
together by a rigid connection of small
length compared with the length of the
wave, and we can imagine that our
telescope only notices the difference in
height between D and E, then we can
see that the difference is quite small
compared with the distance C C,.

One point to be noticed is that D
and E are moving relatively to one
another, but their centre of gravity
is moving in the same way that Cis
moving. I shall note the electrical
analogy of this point shortly.

The Electrical Case
Take a loop of wire, say a single

turn of wire one metre square, and
let us act' on it by a wave of 400
metres. If we draw out a wave curve

.with 400 metres represented from A
to B (Fig. 1), and measure the height
C C, and the difference of height be-
tween D and E spaced one

of,
apart

when they are tilted at a maximum,
we shall find that these heights are
in the ratio of 1 to .015. This ratio
is the ratio of the voltages applied to
an aerial of 1 metre height and a
frame of 1 metre height with one turn.

In the case of the aerial we are using
the whole voltage of the wave, whereas
with the frame we are only using the
difference of the voltages acting on
the two sides. Fortunately, the case
is 'not quite so bad as this, because we
can use many turns to our frame.
For instance, with a metre -square
frame we can use 10 turns quite easily,
and this improves our ratio to 1 to

.15. But, of course, an aerial 1 metre
high is rather a poor aerial, so taking
one of 6 metres in height our voltages
are in the ratio of 6 to .15 (or 40 to ,1).
1-4-4-4---------.-----

"-4---
D

I El CI

Fig. I.-Captain Round uses a simple
water -wave analogy to explain his points.4.4----------------

A Compensating Advantage
- We shall have to do something very

drastic somewhere to put the recep------------------'

B

Fig. 2.-In this " polar diagram " dis-
tances such as OA give the strength of
the signals produced by waves travelling

across the frame in that direction.4-4-4-4-4----------
tions anything like equal, and we are
partly helped by the fact that a frame
is of very low resistance-it is quite
easy to produce one about 3 ohms in
resistance. An aerial and its tuning
--------4,4-------------.1

Fig. 3.-This is a comparison of the
polar diagrams of a frame (A) and an

open aerial (B).

coil are liable to be as high as 40
ohms, and 15 ohms will be quite good,
so that the resulting currents in a
6 -metre aerial and a frame are in the
extreme case likely to be-

Resulting currents.
Induced 40 -ohm 10 -ohm

volts. aerial. aerial.
Aerial 40 1 4
Frame 1 .3 .3

No tricks will enable us to gain much
more, and we are now really unfair to
our aerial, because if we attempt to
reduce the resistance of the frame by
reaction we should get too sharp a

:tuning, resulting in muffled speech
and music, whereas the aerial resist-
ance could be reduced by reaction to
a figure nearly as low as the frame.

Without, however, allowing our-
selves this benefit for the aerial, a
frame pans out as a little more than
I H.F. valve down on the aerial, and
this is what experience shows. -

Directional Properties
We can easily see by reference to

Fig. 1 that if the two corks form a
line in the direction of the wave track
they get the maximum tilting effect,
whereas if their line was at right
angles to the direction of the wave
track there would be no relative
motion. With a frame in general if
its plane is on a line with the direc-
tion of wave track the signals are at
a maximum, and at right angles to
this the signals are zero.

The effect is usually represented as
a " polar diagram " (Fig. 2), where
the radius from the centre of the dia-
gram represents the strength of
signal When the frame is pointed in
the direction of that radius.

This effect of a frame is a very
powerful one, as it.enables us-

(1) To determine the line in which a
station lies.

(2) To cut out interfering stations
in certain cases.

(3) To minimise atmospherics.
With regard to (1) it is fairly

obvious that alone this arrangement
will tell us the line, but not' the direc-
tion, in which the station lies.

(Continued on next page.) c_
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A Talk About Frame Aerials-continued
Combining an Aerial and a Frame

A very pretty principle is involved
in the idea of combining the effects of
the frame and an ordinary aerial.

Fig. 3 shows on a polar diagram A
the reception of a frame, B the recep-
tion of an aerial, adjusted to the same
maximum strength. The reception of
the latter is obviously equal all round.
Now the voltages induced into a frame
are obviously the same, whichever one
of two opposite directions it is pointed
in-but the voltages are of opposite
sign or phase, whereas the aerial
receives the same phase from all direc-
tions.

The result a adding, if the voltages
are equal, is that in one direction the
signals are doubled-and in the oppo-
site direction they are brought to zero,
and the result all round is shown in
the curious so-called " heart -shaped
diagram " (although kidney -shape
would be more descriptive) of Fig. 4,
which kidney is reversed into the
dotted position if the signals come
from the opposite direction.

Fig. 4.-" The result of adding, if the
voltages are equal, is that in one direc-
tion the signals are doubled-and in the
opposite direction they are brought to
zero, and the result is shown in
this curious so-called heart -shaped

diagram."

This arrangement is used very ex-
tensively.

(1) In getting the direction of a
station.

(2) For eliminating interference
from behind one.

A Difficulty
To make the arrangement work is

not quite so easy as it seems because
of another point. In our water -wave
diagram (Fig. 1) it can be seen that
the position C, where the single cork
is moving at a maximum, is the posi-
tion where if our double cork was
placed the double cork would be least
tilted. In technical language, the
tilting motion and the simple up-and-
down motion are 90 degrees out of
phase.

And so with the frame and thever-
tical aerial-the applied voltages are
90 degrees out of phase, and to add
and subtract them properly we must
put this phase right. One simple way
to do this is to receive on the frame

and aerial separately and then to in-
duce through a loose coupling into the.
frame from the aerial, taking off the
signals from the frame to the receiver.
If both frame and aerial are in tune
with the signals to start with the cur -

Fig. 5. -A small standard tuning coil
fixed to slide on a rod at the corner of
one's frame will give plenty of coupling,
but the frame connection of Fig. 7 will

be preferable to the above.

rents are at 90 deg. phase difference.
Now, when one circuit induces into
another one it applies a voltage which
is a maximum when the current is at
the maximum change position, i.e.,
90 deg. away from the .current maxi-
mum-so that by this process we get
our signals added in the right way.

A Useful Device
1 advocate this to all those using

frames as a method of increasing
signals in the direction required and
reducing them to zero from behind, as
the apparatus is very simple, and is
shown in Fig. 5.

As a usual thing a small standard
tuning coil fixed to slide on a rod at
the corner of one's frame will give
plenty of coupling, and to test the effi-

- ciency of the scheme the frame should
be turned in the direction of the local
station and an attempt made to get
a good minimum of signals-an abso-
lute zero if near by will be difficult
to get.

Just as the double cork system of
Fig. 1 not only tilts but bobs up and

Fig. $.-Incorrect combination of a
frame and an outside aerial will give

distorted polar diagrams like these.
--4.4----4.4-4-4.-41-4-4-----

down, so our frame is not only getting
a voltage induced in it as a frame,
but it is as a whole trying to act as
an aerial, and if allowed to do so the
frame curve will be liable to be
spoiled.

Don't Do It
One good way to spoil a frame dia-

gram is to connect the receiver right
across the frame, particularly if the
battery is earthed. The frame not
only acts as a frame, but is very
nearly in tune as an ordinary aerial.
The two results. will be badly mixed,
and receiving polar diagrams like
Fig. 6 will be produced. To abso-
lutely prevent this action the best
method is to connect our receiver
between the centre turn of the frame
and one end, leaving the other end
blank-as the valve grid capacity can
usually be neglected, although in very
accurate work it would pay to add a
dummy 'valve to the other end
(Fig. 7).

The frame still gets acted on by the
up-and-down wave motion, but this
induced voltage acts on the two halves
of the frame in opposite directions,
thereby inducing no current in the
frame. The tilting action can still,
of course, go on.

. An analogy in our corks case is
given by fixing the half -way point
between D and E on a pivot. D and -

Fig. 7.-In this diagram the winding
represents that of the frame, the
scheme depicted being one designed to
secure a more perfect frame diagram.

E can still rock, but cannot move up
and down.

The Windings
IuSt a word before I finish regard-

ing frame windings. These windings
are the only ones we have in which
plenty of space is permissible, so we
should make use of it, and we need
to make use of it, firstly to get maxi-
mum voltage applied to the aerial,
and secondly, to get maximum cur-
rent from that voltage.

The first consideration is given by
getting the maximum number of
turns on the frame. The self-induc-
tion of the frame per turn wants to
be kept down, the self -capacity kept
down,. and the losses kept down. All
these points are met by spacing the
wires and winding them on a frame-
work with the minimum amount of
support: The maximum number of
turns is then settled by the lowest
wavelength you want to get.

Cylindrical frames are preferable to
radially -wound ones, because it is
easier to find the mechanical centre.
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I HAVE NOT BEEN ASKED
By C. P. ALLINSON

A.M.I.R.E.

An amusing parody of a popular 0
feature of "Wireless"

What is a wireless set?
It is a piece of apparatus provided

with three or four little glass bulbs
which light when the set is working.
It is also provided with a number of
knobs, dials, swinging coils and similar
gadgets, while batteries and loud-
speakers litter up the surrounding
furniture.
What is the pur'pose of the glass bulbs

or valves as they are called?
To light up the dials when they need

adjusting.
What is the function of the dials?

Their function is to enable a selec-
tion of ear-splitting yells, squeals and
squawks to be produced at will by the
operator. Occasionally when inex-
pertly handled fragments of distorted
music may be heard.
What la reaction?

Reaction is that which causes half
the howls and squeals heard in the

loud -speaker. It is always used to
excess by one's neighbour, so that it
becomes necessary to increase it
oneself, thus " learning him " what. it
sounds Iike.

Does the effect of excess reaction carry
far?

Anything up to 3 miles.

May it disturb everyone within that
radius?

It may.
What conditions are most lavOurable to

wifeless reception?
The most favourable conditions are

those when no one else- is present. At
such times it is frequently possible to
receive America on the loud -speaker
with one valte.
Have 'you any explanation for this fact?

No. It is one of the phenomena of
nature that has as yet not been
explained.

-What other conditions are favourable to
reception?

Reception is most easily carried out
when telephones (or loud -speaker) bat-
teries, aerial and earth lends are all
connected to the set in the correct
manner, the aerial preferably not
being earthed.
Why is this?

I don't know. Practical experience
has shown it to be so.
What Is an aerial?

It may be a spring mattress, a
bucket, an old umbrella frame or a
bird cage. Occasionally it is a length
of wire stretched between two trees or
poles.
Which is best, an outdoor or an indoor

aerial?
Yes.

What is the mystery of wireless recep-
tion?

It is the inystdy by which signals
are still heard even when the high ten-
sion battery is disconnected, the aerial
lead is lying' on the roof and no coils
have been plugged into the holders. It
is also frequently found that the high -
frequency valve is not alight and the
detector valve is not functioning.

(To be concluded.)

NEXT WEEK
Another " Cartoonigraf "

Competition
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C.0 MOs
PERMACON

" the best English fixed condenser
in the Country 7 7

Such is the opinion of a London Wireless firm after subjecting
the " Cosmos " Permacon to a rigid test for insulation and
capacity:
The " Cosmos " Permacon is an ideal fixed condenser, being
light in weight, of guaranteed accurate capacity, and having
the lowest possible losses.
The dielectric is mica, and each condenser is tested at 500
volts during inspection. Nickel -plated cases give them a
particularly neat appearance.

Prices are given below :
Ask for copy of the " Cosmos " Components Brochure t

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.)

Metro -Vick House, 145 Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

000r mfd 1/6
'000a 1/6
0005 1/6
0003 (with clips for grid leak) US
oor 1/8
oos 1/10
oos 3/8

" COSMOS " GRID. LEAKS
are uniform and permanent.

, r, 2 and 3 megohms, each 1/6

0(611104)
RADIO COMPONENTS

7C-11:"L"L;7C-r*-"""Tr; c.
--..

R
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A CRYSTAL SET FOR THE BLIND
A simple -to -make and easy -to -operate

crystal receiver.

Liooc0000<>co-x-.)0000c><> >00000

HE chief merit ,of the
receiver illustrated is
that of simplicity in
operation, its design
being governed by the
fact that it was made
for a lady who is

blind. A semi -permanent crystal de-
tector is employed, while tuning is car-
ried out without the aid of a variable
condenser. This latter operation is
made possible by utilising a special
commercially -made component which
is, in fact, a complete tuner
in itself. , This component
may be seen in the photo-
graph, and by turning the
knob situated in the centre
of a coil the number of turns
in. circuit may be varied, in
much the same way as a
slider may be made to vary
the turns used in sets utilis-
ing cylindrical coils.

Constructional Details
The constructional require-

ments are of the simplest,
while the demands upon one's

components are
not serious. In the original
set it will be seen that, no
cabinet is used, the panel,
made of ebonite, being
secured to four wooden feet.

In order that a number of
telephones may be employed
when more than one person
wishes to listen, -the set is
fitted with three sets of tele-
phone terminals, all con-
nected in parallel. The
wiring for these, ,together
with ' the 'remainder of the

The

Wooden feet are fitted to the panel so
that the set may stand upon the table.

By STANLEY G. RATTEE,
M.I.R.E.

c00000000c000000000000>000<>0
Four wooden feet as illustrated

(`` Cameo ").
Semi -permanent crystal detector

(Brown's Wireless Co., Ltd.).
One " Nick -o' -Time " tuner

(Tunometer Works).
Eight terminals, marked " aerial,"

" earth " in two eases, the remaining
six being, plain (J. J, Eastick and
Son).

Quantity No. 16 " Glazite " or
other connecting wire.

A No. 25 or 35 plug-in coil and a
No. 200 coil if it is desired
to receive 5XX.

wiring is very simple, and should be ke.,t
close to the underside of the panel.

connections, is carried out beneath
the panel, the four wooden feet
giving sufficient clearance to prevent
the leads touching the table.

Components and Materials
Readers desirous of building a set

of this type will find below a'complete
list of the materials and components
required. It will be seen that the
names of the manufacturers are given
in certain cases, in order that those
who wish to duplicate. the original set
may do so without further inquiry.

Other suitable components may, of
course, be used, and a variety of
suitable components will be found in
the advertisement pages.

One ebonite panel measuring 6 in. x
6 in. x1' in. (" Cameo ").

The Panel and Wiring
The panel should be pre-

pared as shown in the panel
layout, whereupon the
various components and ter-
minals should be mounted.
The panel should Then be
secured to the four wooden
feet by first placing these in
suitable positions upon the
table, placing the panel upon
them so that each corner of
the latter is supported by a
wooden foot and then secure
hy means of wood screws.

The wiring beneath the
panel should be kept flat,
that is, the wires should run
as near the panel as possible.

This work of wiring near
to the panel will be greatly
facilitated if the depth of
the wooden feet is taken as a
guide, and the distance be-
tween the panel and the
wires kept within the limit.

The two terminals at the back cf the
panel are for the aerial and earth, the
other pairs being multiple 'phone

termina.'s.
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Anyone Can Operate this Receiver
Operating the Receiver

When the constructional work is all
complete, the receiver is _ready for
use, but -before connecting the aerial
and earth check the wiring against the
details given in the practical wiring
diagram. Having satisfied oneself
upon this point, connect the aerial and
earth to their appropriate ter-
minals, and connect a pair of
telephones to any one pair of
the three provided.

The " Nick -o' -Time " tuner,
it will be found, is provided
with a socket for a loading
coil, and into this should be
plugged a No. 25 es 35 coil
before the tuner is itself
plugged into the socket pro-
vided upon the panel.

The reason for using' the
loading coil lies in the fact
that 2L0 appears to be tuned
in on my aerial only when the
majority of the turns of the
tuner are in circuit, therefore
in cases " where the local
station uses a wavelength of,
say  495 metres it is possiblesay

a small loading coil will
be necessary, except with large
aerials.

Tuning for the First Time
At a time when- the local

station is working, the crystal
.detector should be adjusted so
that the two contacts or
crystals *are 'touching, and
starting with the whole of the
tuner windings in circuit, the

knob should be turned in an anti-
clockwise direction -until the local
station is heard at good strength.

The crystal detector should now be
given a correct adjustment for the
loudest results, and a -further adjust-
ment madeato the tuner if necessary.

For the reception of the long -wave
station, the No. 25 or 35 coil should he
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NEXT WEEK
" Molly -Coddling the

B.B.C."

ordinary pin and socket mounting (marked L)
is provided for the tunometer.

removed from the tuner and the No.
200 coil inserted instead, whereupon
the same procedure as before should
be gone through until 5XX is received.
If difficulty is experienced in finding
Daventry a loading coil a size larger
or smaller should be tried.

Results Obtained
The receiver was used on the occa-

sion of the simultaneous transmissions
from Oxford Street and Mardmi
House, and it was found that these
two stations could be received without
any appreciable mutual interference
at a distance of about 10 miles.

By the word " appreciable "
it is meant 'That either pro.
grammecould be faithfully
followed though the other
station was audible during the
silence of the louder station.

So far as the long -wave
station is concerned, it can be
received in the same district
at quite good telephone
strength, the operation of
tuning, as in the case of the
local station, being extremely
easy.

With an Amplifier
The receiver, as shown in.the

photographs, was used for some\
time in conjunction with the
Il fireless Transformer Coupled
Amplifier, described in the
July 17 issue, when it was
found that really satisfactory
loud -speaker results were given
both from the local station
(21,0) and the long -wave
station (5XX).

Very good quality of repro-
duction was obtained when
careful adjustment of high ten-
sion and grid bias had been
carried out.

NEXT WEEK
Another Special Article

by Captain Round
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Note. --In this exclusive
for his contributions to

0-6--6-61,40-4-6-6-61-10----61-64-------6*-6.61/1

I

PROFESSOR HAZELTINE

AT ELSTREE
4

SPECIAL INTERVIEW WITH A
:: DISTINGUISHED VISITOR ::

- -6 4-64-4. 4-6-64 6-60-6   6  6  -6-6 *  El

interview Professor Haze:tine (seen in the photo above) renowned throughout the world
the art, gives " Wireless " readers his impressions of the " Elstree Six," together with his

opinions on several phases of American radio.

16 IREJ.ESS " readers
will be interested
to hpar that within
a few hours of his
arrival in England,
Professor Hazeltine,
the great American

inventor, availed himself ef the oppor-
tunity to visit the Radio Press Re-
search Laboratories at Elstree, and
expressed the greatest interest at what -
was shown to him there. - -

The Mystery Circuits
Professor Hazeltine was received at

the Laboratories by Mr. John Scott -
Taggart, Mr. J. H. Reyner,
and Mr. Percy -W. Harris.'
After being shown some of
the new " Hush-hush " re-
ceivers now being prepared
for publication in Radio
Press journals, the Professor
turned his attention to the
now famous " Elstree' Six,"
upon which a number of sta-
tions, both mails and relay,
Were immediately tuned in
on the:- loud -speaker during
broad daylight. Included
were Cardiff - and- Manchester
(completely clear - of Lon-
don), Bournemouth, New-
castle, Aberdeen (b adly
jammed by morse), and Not-
tingham.

After examining a map to
show the positions of the sta-
tions tuned in, Professor
Hazeltine expressed his great
appreciation of the sensi-
tivity of the receiver, and
after further tests, in which he
handled the instrument himself,
be turned to Mr. Scott -Taggart
and gave his opinion: " This is
certainly equal to the best I have
heard in America! " exclaimed the
Professor. " I should imagine the
selectivity is as great as it is, possible
to get without cutting off side bands
and introducing distortion."

Professor Hazeltine was very much
impressed by the set being able to
separate London from Cardiff clearly,

and said the problem of separating
them' was greater than the similar
problem in New York. When asked
his opinion of the quality of repro-
duction of the " Elstree Six " he
remarked " Excellent! "

More Valves
," What is the trend of development

in broadcast receivers at the ,present
time -in the United States? " the Pro-
fessor was asked.

" Listeners are demanding more
and more sets witli a number of
valves," was the reply. " Five -valve

tional stage of high frequency is ofgreat value."
Quality

" Are listeners becoming more -cri-
tical on quality? "

" Yes, decidedly. The time has
passed when they. were prepared to
put up with any kind of reproduction,
so long as it came from a distant sta-
tion. I think I May say that at the
present time great attention is being
turned to the production of good
quality; and big improvements have
-resulted from this demand.''

" What is your opinion of the rela-
tive- merits of resistance and

Professor Hazeltine takes a keen interest in the
interior lay -out of the " Elstree Six." Left to
right : Mr. Scott -Taggart, Prof. Hazeltine, Mr.

Reyner, and Mr. Harris.

sets are very popular, but there are a
numbers of six -valve receivers being
marketed, the sixth valve being an
additional stage of high -frequency
amplification. This demand is prob-
ably due to the increasing use of radio
sets in apartment houses, or blocks of
flats, as you would call them here. In
such cases an outside aerial cannot be
used, and listeners are naturally
anxious to get long-distance stations
with only a frame aerial or " loop,"
as we call it. In such cases the addi-

sistance
voltage
coupling
favour."

transformer coupling? "
" Personally I would vote

for the transformer method '
every time," replied -the Pro-
fessor. " With a well -designed
modern transformer, it is
possible to get a straight line
reprednetioii of  the audio -
frequencies over a very wide
band, and it is impossible to
sletect by ear the difference

.

between the results with good -

transformer coupling and
.those with resistance coup-
ling. In any case, the loud-
speaker still introduces an
element of distortion greater
than that given 'by good
transformers, and ithis is
sufficient to mask any differ-
ences there might be between
the two forms of coupling.
In these circumstances why
put up with the decrease in
volume resulting from re -
coupling? The lower plate
required with transformer
is another great point in its

Using the Mains
" How are Americans progressing

in the use of their electric mains as
a source of high-tension and low-
tension supply? "

" A great deal has been done in this'
direction, but it cannot be said that

(Continued on page 352.)
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OME matters of great
importance are every-
body's business, and
because of this. they
are apt to be no-
body's business. So
it has been with wire-

less and the Empire. Twenty-five
years ago Senatore Marconi success-
fully signalled to Newfoundland from
Cornwall. It was at once obvious that
a chain of wireless stations could be
erected so as to give complete com-
munication to all parts
of the Empire from
Britain and from the
great Dominions them-
selves to each' other
and that this chain
would 'be of great
Imperial value.

What Might Have Been
This would have been

technically possible, any
time from about 1904
onwards, and yet we
have done nothing but
talk about it up till
about a year ago.
Everybody recognised
t h e importance o f
Imperial communica-'
tions by wireless; and if
the work had been got
on with before the War
such communications
would have been of
great strategical value.
For a- wireless chain
cannot be cut like a
submarine or land
cable; and the only way to interrupt
it is to capture the stations themselves.

Wireless Advantages
The very nature of our widely scat-

tered Empire makes good communica-
tions of great importance. Wireless
communication is cheaper than, and
nearly as reliable as, cable communi-
cation. Moreover, it is impossible for
us to communicate by cable with all
parts of the 'Empire without being
dependent upon outside countries,
through whose territories parts of the
cable must pass. Anything which will
improve the transmission of news,
despatches and ideas between, different
constituent parts of the Empire will
help to knit the Empire closer to -

A view

IMPERIAL WIRELESS
A Review of the Empire's Communications

By Lt. -Comdr. the Hon. J. M. KENWORTHY, R.N., M.P.

In this special article Lieut.-Commander Kenworthy prer.entt a fascinating
account of the growth of the Imperial wireless s5ttan.

gether; besides assisting our Imperial
trade.

Delays
Up to the outbreak of the War this

great project was held up through
political party bickering. The Liberal
Government of the day, under the pre-
miership of Mr. Asquith, as he then
was, brought out a scheme for such an
Imperial chain. The work was to be
contracted for by the Marconi Com-
pany, but the official Opposition ham -

of the principal machines in the generator room
"Beam" station at Bodmin, Cornwall.

pered this proposal by criticism and
obstruction. There were rival wireless
schemes in the air, and the fact that
Senatore Marconi is an Italian was
seised upon by the ultra -Nationalists
as a reason for having some other
system.

Then there was the political scandal
of the Marconi shareholdings of cer-
tain prominent members of Mr.
Asquith's GovernMent. This led to
nearly a year of bickering and clelay,
including a Select Committee to look
into the whole question of the owner-
ship of these particular shares. And
such a comparatively trivial matter,
long since forgotten, hindered the
great work. Then came the War, and
all further progress was held up.

The High -Power Stations
We have, 'fortunately, not been en-

tirely idle during this time, and to-
day, in addition to Poldhu, in Corn-
wall, the original Station, high -power
stations working with the vacuum
wireless valve have been erected- by
the Marconi Company at Carnarvon,
and by the Post Office at Leafield,

'Northolt and Rugby. The Rugby sta-
tion is now being greatly enlarged, and
deserves a few words of description.

Rugby will be the
largest and most power-
ful wireless station in
the world, and it is ex-
pected that it will be
able to communicate
with ease with the
whole Empire. Its area
alone covers nearly a
thousand acies, and
eighty large transmit-
ting valves are- used in
the equipment. The
energy consumed by
each of these is many
thousand times that of
the ordinary wireless`
receiving valve with
whieh amateurs  are
familiar. Twelve great
steel mastsy four hun-
dred yards apart, and
each one six times as
high as the Nelson
Column ' in Trafalgar
Square, are being
erected. Inside each
mast is a lift to take
workmen up to the
masthead .when re-

quired, and twenty-five miles of wire
will be suspended between the masts.
This station will, of course, he able to
transmit by telegraph or telephone.

The Beam System
Now, since the original project, the

science of wireless telegraphy has made
very great strides, and in a way it has
been of advantage to have delayed till
now the completion of a wireless chain.
Let me explain : the Beam system has
been 'invented, which requires, for

"equal distances and equal reliability
and clarity, less power, smaller sta-
tions and less costly equipment. The
Beam system is directional, 'that is, by
this marvellous invention the wireless

(Continued on next page.)

at the
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IMPERIAL
WIRELESS

(Continued)

waves can be sent in a particular
direction and a 'greater concentration
of power projected through the ether
towards the station required.

Secrecy
This leads, naturally, to greater

economy, and is effecting something
like a revolution. Also, it is not so
easily tapped by-- other .and possibly
hostile stations off the line of direc-
tion. In fact, only stations inside a
certain restricted zone can receive the
signals at all, and this increases the
privacy and secrecy of communication,
for _ although all important messages -
are sent in code, every code can in
time be solved. The absolutely secret
code has not vet been discovered, and
if wireless enthusiasts wish to render
a great service to the country they
might experiment to find a code which
cannot be deciphered.

Furthermore, by the Beam system
shorter wavelengths are used, and this
means that the speed of transmission
and reception can be very much
greater. Still another great advantage
of the Beam system is that " atmo-

Carnartron-is a good example of the older type of high -power station as
distinct from the " Beam " type.

spherics " do not interfere so much as
with the older systems.

.Domtmon -Enterprise -

Now, after the W&r there was a
good deal of agitation for the long -
delayed wireless chain to be com-
menced and proceeded with. Fortu-
nately, the Dominions themselves, dis-
gusted with the procrastination of the
Post Office authorities under successive
Governments, have made contracts

direct with the Mar-
coni Company for
high -power stations,
and by 1924 Austra-
lia, South Africa,
India, and Canada
had 'erected or com-
menced to erect very
efficient high -power
stations for them-
selves.

As soon as the Aus-
tralian station was
complete in the sum -
bier of "1922, messages
were successfully 'and
efficiently 'exchanged
with England at

night, using short waves, and, after
 further experiments at, the beginning
of 1923, satisfactory transmission was
made to Sydney in .the daytime, using
a modified Beam system. The Govern-
ment proposals -in 1922, as the result
of the work of a special Parliamentary
Committee to examine into the whole
question, were that a series of high -
power stations should be erected every
two thousand miles or so, starting in
England and situated in. Egypt,

 British East Africa, South Africa,
India, Singapore, Hongkong in China,
Sydney and Canada.

An Unsatisfactory Scheme
The idea was that messages should

be relayed from one to the other, and
a message, for example, from Sydney
to Rugby would have been by way of
Singapore, Indira and Cairo. This, how-
ever,,Was felt to be rather clumsy, and
open to various objections, especially
the disadvantage of a slightly greater
delay and risk of mistakes, and the
Dominions themselves declared that
they, would rather work direct.

The .subsequent discovery of the

Bridgwater is
another of the
" Beam " sta-tions. This
view shows two
of the aerial
systems in-tended for
working with
Canada and
South Africa.

0
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A Review of the Empire's Wireless System
Beam system will now enable this to be
done. A special Beam station is being
erected in Dorsetshire to work with
New York and South America, and in
Lincolnshire - for working
with Australia and India.
Another station is being
erected in Devonshire for
transmission to Canada and
South Africa with a receiv-
ing station at Bridgwater.
These are being erected by
the Government, and will be
worked by the Post Office.

Economy
When completed they will

all operate on the Beam
system at considerably lower
rates than the existing cable
charges. These stations will
work on short wavelengths,
and it will be possible for
messages to be sent all
round the Empire ,,,at nearly
one hundred words a minute.
The existing high -power sta-
tions will remain for the
broadcasting 'of Empire mes-
sages and news, and for
communication with other
countries, and with far dis-
tant men-of-war or merchant
vessels to whom it may be
required to send messages.
So at last, after many delays
and disputes, we are well on the way
to the establishment of the great
Imperial wireless chain foreshadowed
twenty-five years ago.

placed at a minimum. If such is the
case it indicates that the capacity of
the electrodes of the valve is lower
than the minimum of the condenser.

cure may therefore be effected by the
rearrangement of the wiring in some
cases, but should this not be so either
of the two following methods may be

employed.
Try placing a small fixed

condenser .0001 mfd., which
is the lowest capacity com-
mercially made, or another
neutralising condenser, in
series with the standard one.

SCHENECTADY

One of the first stations to investigate the possi-
bilities of high power on short waves was the
experimental station of the General Electric

Company.

In the Future
The day is not far distant

when the British Prime
Minister in Downing Street
will be able -to telephone a
message .over the land wires

.to the Imperial stations and
speak simultaneously to the
Prime Ministers of all our
Dominions and the Viceroy
of India, and they will be
able to talk back. It will
be easier in future for the
head of the Government in
Britain to communicate with
the head of the Government
in Australia than it was for
Mr. Gladstone to get a mes-
sage through to the Mayor
of Poplar or the Chief Con-
stable of Maidstone.

A NEUTRALISING
HINT

WITH high frequency
amplifiers using a

neutralising system of any
description, it is sometimes found that
no proper balance point is obtainable,
even if the neutralising condenser is

Remedies
The trouble may be cured in two

ways. Firstly, by reducing the effec-

Another Method
If this is not satisfactory,

a small fixed condenser made
by twisting  two pieces of
Glazite together may be con-
nected across the anode and
the grid of the valve, thus
increasing the capacity in
this side of the circuit. The
two pieces of Glazite may be
about three inches long, and
care must be taken to see
that when the wire is
twisted the insulation is not
broken, thus causing a short
circuit. The two re ends
of the wire, of course, must
not be allowed to touch each
other.

IN ADVANCE
Sunday, Aug. 1.

2L0 Popular Classics.
6BM Symphony Concert.

Monday, Aug. 2.
2BD Russian Songs and

Scenes.
5IT Metropolitan Works

Band.

Tuesday, Aug. 3.
51T " Mainly from the

Operas."
550 Old Scots Songs and

Melodies.
2ZY Listeners' Requests.

Wednesday, Aug, 4.
6KH Sketches and

Music.
SNO Harton , Colliery

Brass Quartet.

Thursday, Aug. 5.
550 Mozart Programme.
SUVA " The Valve Set "

Concert Party.

Friday, Aug. 6.
2BE Grand Opera.
no Sing -Song from the
Duke of York's camp.

Saturday, Aug. 7.

PROPAGANDA!

The American newspapers were quick to realise
the indirect propaganda value of the broadcasting
of news bulletins from their offices. The illus-
tration shows the plant first installed by the

San Francisco "Examiner."

tive capacity of the neutralising cir-
cuit, .or secondly, by increasing the
anode -grid capacity of the valve. A

2L0 Radio Follies.
5S0 Ballad Concert.
2ZY Dance and Dialect.
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Professor Hazeltine on the Radio Art-continued

and forth across the Atlantic. Now
-will have to achieve the still more
difficult feat of 'straddling the Atlantit
for the great advance of introducing
reaction into the three -electrode valve
was taken independently and almost
simultaneously by Armstrong in
America and Franklin in England.
This permitted the ready production
of oscillations of all frequencies and
powers and a marked increase in the
sensitivity of receivers.

Negative Reaction
With the earlier forms of valve it

was often a problem to produce oscil-
lations. As valves improved the
problem changed to the prevention of
oscillations due to natural reaction.
The .first person to introduce means
for providing negative reaction
appea,rs to ,have been 'Captain Round,
than whom no one has done more con-
sistent and -continuing work in per-
fecting wireless apparatus and
methods. And it is characteristic of
Round that the means which he intro-
duced was the most logical and effec-
tive, a coupling capacity connected in
a reverse way so as to oppose the.
natural coupling capacity of the valve.

The same problem was met by
Hartley in America; on the occasion
of the famous experiments when wire-
less telephony was first accomplished
from Arlington, near Washington, to
the Eiffel Tower in Paris -and
to Honolulu. Hartley!s solu-
tion was by a reversal of the
reaction coil in the anode .
circuit of the valve, so as to
give negative reaction.

The First Neutralising
The complete neutralisa-

tion of capacity coupling be-
tween two tuned circuits, one
the input circuit of a valve,
the other the output circuit,
appears to have first been
accomplished by Mr. -G. M.
Wright, Of the British Mar-
coni Co., although Wright
was attacking a different pro-
blem, tilt) reduction of inter-
ference.

Latex Rice in America
employed a capacity to oppose
oscillations, but in a circuit
differing from that of Round.

The Simultaneous Invention
For the last step in the neutralisa-

tion of .capacity coupling in valve cir-
cuits, we shall -have again to straddle
the Atlantic, for Soott-Taggart in
England and the speaker in America
almost simultaneously developed a
stable tuned high -frequency- amplifier,
a type which has -made a profound
impression on the wireless art and

which no less an authority that
Captain Round has strongly endorsed.

I feel that while we in America call
the receiver the Hazeltine Neutrodyne
we should in England call it the
Scott -Taggart Neutrodyne. (Cheers.)

6ZP

Points from Captain Eckersley's
Speech

" I think there should be no great
fear of a change -of the constitution
of the B.B.G. After all, it had been
a specific recommendation that the
staff should continue es before."

" The biggest critics of the company
are to be 'found within the walls of
Savoy Hill."

" I want to plead the cause of
monopoly-let us call it unity of con-
trol, if you like, but I plead this
cause, and thus the national system
of broadcasting, because I believe that
it is only in that way that it can be
carried on. In the first place, if you
have a national service, the service is
conceived in the first place for the
public and secondly for the public.
If You have private enterprise, the
station must be erected first for the
person ;Who erects the station and
afterwards for the public. That seems
to be the whole situation. Broad-
casting must be a big national public
service."

Wavelengths
Referring to the question of wave.

lengths, Captain Eckersley said that an
organisation had been formed with
the idea of clearing up wavelengths in
Europe. There were 200 stations who
wanted to work and there was room

-for 100 in the wavelengths
allotted. It was a difficult

Mr. G. Pailin (6ZP) is experimenting on the
control - of electrical switch gear by radio. The
above photographs show his apparatus and the

aerial system in use.

You will have noticed that in this
brief outline I have not needed to go
outside of England and America.
With the many able and active
workers in both countries it is. not
unreasonable to expect that we to-
gether may hold pre-eminent
poSition which we have attained in the
advance of the - wireless art for the
benefit of the peoples of the world.
(Cheers.)

problem, but it was gratify-
ing tn learn that at a recent
meeting in Paris' he had re-
ceived the welcome news that
during the second fortnight
in September a new plan of
wavelengths will be put into
operation. That has been
agreed upon by 90 percent.
of the natiens in Europe.
Britain would' have something
like 10 exclusive wavelengths ;
at any rate, the great point
was that some decision has
been come to and a new plan
of wavelengths had been de-
cided upon, and it was hoped
that although it would bring
certain dislocation to some
listeners, there would be less
interference from broadcast.
ing stations abroad than here.
tofore.

An " 0.B."
On August 6 a sing -song will be re- ,

layed from the Duke of York's camp,
New Romney. Public schoolboys ,and
factory lads take part in the same
sports and spend their vacation to-
gether at this camp.
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In these columns Lord Russell expresses each week his own personal
Rictus on matters of interest to " Wireless" readers.

The New Authority
After a long'silence the Postmaster.

General has announced the Govern-
ment's decision on the composition of
the new authority. It is not, of
course, to be a commercial company,
nor is it to be the Commission sug-
gested by Lord Crawford's Com-
mittee, but it is to be a body incor-
porated by Royal Charter. The
object of this difference is to leave it
as free as possible from the interfer-
ence and control of the State in its
operations, other of course than the
control which the Postmaster -General
will necessarily exercise as the grantor
of the licence. In other respects Sir
William Mitchell -Thomson said that
the Government accepted the recom-
mendations of the Committee. It is
interesting to learn this much before
the holidays, but we shall probably not
be fully informed before the autumn.

Diagrams and Values
When one looks at many diagrams

of different kinds one is struck by the
similarities of the values of some of
the components, and still more by the
occasional dissimilarities. Take first
of all the grid condenser, for which
the almost invariable value is .0003.
I don't know what established this
particular value,  and I don't know
why much larger condensers, even up
to such values as .05; should not work
better, but in the majority of circuits
they do not. Then, again, there is the
value of the grid leak, which is
always conventionally given as 2
megohms, but I am quite sure that in
many circuits this is too much,
whereas in others 5 megohms would
not be excessive. Of course, many of
these values have been arrived at em-
pirically by trial in different sets,
but they do not necessarily apply to

modern circuits. There are  many
features in which modern circuits
differ quite distinctly from those of
two years ago. Fortunately, the
wireless experimenter is no slave to
theory.

Other Components
Of course, such things as the size of

a frame aerial or the length of the
ordinary overhead aerial, or the value
of a choke are much less standardised,
and are recognised to depend on the
peculiarities of each circuit and the
frequency of the waves it is desired
to receive. Variable condensers are
another matter in which the usual
practice has changed somewhat, the
tendency now being to give smaller
maximum values, and it is only quite
rarely that one finds 0, .001 condenser
specified.

Some Portables
The papers are full again of pictures

of people camping or sitting in their
cars with a portable receiver at hand.
I think I have said before that, per-
sonally, I am satisfied with the sun
and the trees without these artificial
aids, but I dare say in .that I am old-
fashioned. I am interested, in look-
ing at some sizes and weights of port-
able receivers, to see that my three -
valve set compares very favourably
with commercial instruments. The
sort of average size I 'see is 15 in. x

11 in. x 9 in. or 18 in. x 12 in. x
6 in., while my set is 11 in. x 10 in.
x 6 in.

"Goltone:

USERS WRITE:
Mr. C. R. B., Littleborough,

Lancs.:-Have installed the
"Cottons" A .C.H.T. Elimi-
nator, and must say that it has
exceeded expectations. It has
not the slightest suggestion of
hum or distortion of any kind,
and is very Atisfactory.

R. C. L., Exmouth:-On
test I have fining it far su-
perior to dry batteries, and the
increase in volume and clarity
is surprising.

'S. & Co., London:-I find
the Eliminator excellent, no
hum whatever; and giving
wonderful volume.

Write for Name of
nearest stockist.

HIGH TENSION
BATTERY

ELIMINATORS
British Made.
FIRST COST SAVED
IN A SHORT TIME.

A REFINEMENT AND
CONVENIENCE BEYOND

PRAISE.
Entirely dispenses with
the use of High Tension
Dry Batteries or Accu-
mulators and provides
aready, convenient and
cheaper method of
High Tension Supply,
with greatly improved
reception.

Operates from the Electric Light
Mains by simply plugging -in to any
convenient lampholder. Supplied
complete with Flexible Cords and
Adaptor, Switch and Cords for
connections to Wireless Receiver.

DIRECT CURRENT MODEL.
5 Different Voltage Tappings. £3 0 0

ALTERNATING CURRENT MODEL.
4 Different Voltage Tappings, each dupli-

cated, providing 8 Tappings in all.
£5 10 0

Please state voltage and, frequency when
ordering.

Large fully illustrated 40 page
Catalogue free on request.

lard addirt16
PENDLETON. -

Bullphone Nightingale

Loud Speakers

Nickel -plated arm and stand.
Black Crystal Bell. Height
21 ins. Bell mouth 14 ins.

60/- Cash or
5/deposit and 12.

.. monthly pay-
ments of 5

mmillinniffinlinium11111111nr
Guaranteed -superior
to any speaker made,
regardless of price.
1111111111111111111111HiilllilliV11110111M1

Send for particulars to

your dealer or direct

to .the manufacturer.

W. SULLEN
(Dept. TV.),

38, HOLYWELL LANE, LONDON, E.C. 2.
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I HAVE BEEN ASKED....

I have constructed a supersonic -hetero-
dyne receiver, -not to a design in one
of your publications, and find that I
cannot obtain reaction effects by
employing the split frame method.
On certain wave -lengths I do obtain
certain spasmodic reaction effects, but
the control is poor and useless. Can
you tell me why this is and how to
rectify it?

Upon examination of your theoreti-
cal circuit diagram the reason for your
trouble is at once apparent. To obtain
reaction effects with the first detector
by the split frame method it is essen-
tial that a radio frequency choke or
its equivalent be provided in the plate
circuit of this valve. We note that the
primary of your filter is shunted by a
.001 fixed condenser, and this accounts
for your trouble. A way of overcom-
ing this difficulty is to place one of
your intermediate frequency trans-
formers in the filter position and to
shift the filter transformer to the posi-
tion vacated by the transformer. By
so doing the filter will function, in
that it will sharpen up the tuning,
which is its object, whilst the primary
winding of the intermediate trans-
former which you have shifted will in
all probability act as an effective choke
and allow you to obtain reaction
effects.
Two years ago I constructed a sirvalve

receiver from Simplex Chart No. 3,
and have had excellent results from
it, but I now desire to use two power
valves in the L.F. stages, with higher
H.T. than the H.F. and
detector valves, and if
necessary I do not mind
sacrificing the switching,
although I would prefer
to be able to cut the last
note magnifier out of cir-
cuit when not required.
Can you give me the
necessary circuit to effect
'these, alterations?

To carry out the altera-
tions you require the 3 -way
switch may be retained, but
only for the purpose of
nutting out the last note
magnifier, the first note mag-
nifier valve remaining per-
manently in circuit. Refer-
ence to the figure will give
you the necessary connec-
tions, from which it will be
observed that the H.T. 1 terminal
supplies the H.F. and detector valves, .

whilst that marked H.T. + 2 is for

both note magnifiers. With the switch
in the left-hand position and. the last
valve alight, all four are in circuit,
whilst with it in the right-hand posi-

IN FLORIDA

The Palm Beach, Florida, broadcasting
station is built on the pier.

tiori and the last valve extinguished on
its own filament resistance the 3 -valve
arrangement is obtained.

ing pure reproduction and of limiting
the demand upon the H.T. battery, to
incorporate provision for grid bias. In
the figure -two separate tappings are
indicated, but if the two power valves 
are of the same type, one tapping will
prove suitable, the filament ends of the
two L.F. transformer secondaries being
joined together and taken to the grid
bias battery, of which the positive
terminal is joined to low-tension
negative.

I have constructed a receiver incorporat.
ing a detector and two transformer=
coupled note magnifiers, and am
troubled with what I can only de-
scribe as serious " atmospherics."
When I turn the first rheostat off
the noise still persists, although re-
ception stops. When either of the
other valves are turned off the set
is absolutely silent. Why should the
noise persist when the first valve
is off?

The symptoms given indicate a
probable breakdown in the primary
winding of the second L.F. traria-
former. Even though the first
valve is switched off the second
transformer primary is -in .cir-
cuit, which would account for the
noise persisting when the detector is
extinguished. Switching off the second
valve would prevent any current flow-
ing through the primary, which has
an intermittent break, and hence
silence would be obtained. Similarly
with the last -valve switched off there
-would he no -current through the tele-
phones or loud -speaker, so that the
crackling would not be heard, seven
though the second valve was alight. '

Can I get Daventry on a variometer-
tuned crystal set by adding a load-
ing coil, or should I get better results
with a variable condenser?

By employing a loading coil alone
you should be able to obtain Daventry,
although it may not be possible to tune
this transmission to its best. The in-
ductance of an ordinary variometer for
the 'lower broadcast wavelengths, when

compared with the induct-
ance of a loading coil, is
a comparatively small quan-
tity, so that the variation
which the variometer will

.give is, limited. It may
happen, therefore, that
although you hear Daven-
try you cannot tune this
transmission in properly.
If by adding a loading
coil, therefore, you Cannot "
tune Daventry definitely
we would suggest that
you connect a .0005 vari-
able condenser across aerial
and earth terminals. For
the loading coil a number
150 coil should be satisfac-
tory, and this should be
connected between one side
of the variometer and

the aerial terminal, which latter point
should still be left connected to one
side of the crystal detector.

Fig; 1.-By
it as shown

4 -2

using the 3 -way switch and connecting
in this diagram, the last note magnifier can

be cut out of circuit at will.

With extra HT. applied to the
plates of the note magnifiers it is
advisable, on both the score of obtain -
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N interesting product
has recently been
made up in Germany
by Dr. Loewe, of Ber-
lin. This consists of
a detector and two-
s t age resistance -

coupled note magnifier, all included in
one glass bulb. Modern methods .,of
construction enable the resistances and
condensers necessary for passing on
the energy from one valve to the next

This view shows one of the new valves
described by Mr. Reyner with the bulb
removed to show the inner assembly.
It is a complete detector and resistance -

coupled amplifier unit.

to be made up in a very small and
.compact form. If this is possible,
therefore, it is really only one stages.
further in theory to place the actual
components inside a glass bulb which
also contains the filament and anode
of each of the various valves required.

INVENTIONS AND
DEVELOPMENTS

A NEW AMPLIFYING DEVICE

In elk feature, conducted by Mr. Reyner, appear from
Erne to time details of some of the latest developments.

All in One Bulb.
Naturally, the actual problem is not

as simple as it seems on the surface,
but after some considerable research
Dr. Loewe appears to have overcome
the difficulty in a very satisfactory
manner. The photographs accompany-
ing this article show the actual con-
struction of the unit in question. It
will be seen that there are really three
valves all mounted upon the same
stem. On the top of the stem is the
filament, grid, and anode for the de-
tector valve. Just under this, one on
each side of the central stem, are the
two elements for the note -magnifier.

The resistances and condensers for
coupling the various stages together
are also mounted in the same assembly.

Evacuation Details
One of the difficulties to be overcome

is that which has been encountered
and overcome in the construction of
ordinary valves. Any metal parts
inside the valve tend to absorb gases
to a certain extent, and these are not
evacuated by the normal processes.
Special arrangements have to be made,
therefore, to warm up the electrodes
and induce them to part with this
" occluded " gas, as it is called.

Naturally, with so much extra
material in the bulb, 'this difficulty
had to be dealt with specially, and to
this end the condensers and resistances
are enclosed in separate glass tubes of
their own. This also prevents any
leakage due to the presence of wander-
ing electrons inside the glass bulb.
With the particular construction of
the electrodes of the three valves con-
trolled Is shown in the photos there
is no appreciable interaction between
the various elements, although
naturally difficulties were encountered
at first.

A 'Disadvantage
These types of complete valve ampli-

fiers have been made up in this
country, but have not yet made their
appearance on the market. They suffer
from one disadvantage, namely, that
should any one of the filaments burn

out, the whole arrangement is useless,
but with the long life experienced with
the modern valve this is not a serious
defect.

Whether these units come into vogue
remains to be seen. One of their prin-
cipal advantages lies in the fact that
all the leads connecting the valves and
the resistance -capacity coupling units
are very short, and this enables the

One of the problems of the develop-
ment of these valves was to deal with
the gases " occluded " in the various
components. Finally, the parts were

sealed into glass tubes.
units to be used tor amplification at
high frequencies as well as low. No
definite figures, however, are given
showing relative efficiencies of amplifi-
cation at high or low frequencies, so
that it is impossible to say whether
this is a really satisfactory method.
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OSSIBLY the most suc-
cessful loud -speaker for
the amateur to make
himself is of the pleated
paper type. There are,
however, two faults in
many of those which I

have seen.
(1) They are all circular of varying

diameters and therefore very
monotonous as a decoration.

(2) Being circular, all the
pleats are of one length, and a
correct diameter in ratio to the
thickness of the paper is neces-
sary if good results are to be
obtained, and can only be deter-
mined by experiment.
A Rectangular Diaphragm
To overcome these two points

a rectangular shape has been
tried with success. A picture
frame chosen to one's taste and
hung across the corner of the
room (vertically or horizontally).
or hinged to the set, or even
fixed to a stand like a Cheval
glass, settles the first fault
mentioned. What is even a greater
improvement is the fact that a
rectangle cannot produce more than
four pleats of the same length, there-
fore we have pleats graduating from
half the width to half the diagonal
of tre opening in the frame chosen.

Preparing the Paper
The intending constructor is strongly

recommended to prepare the paper to
be used as suggeSted in WIRELESS for
March 13, 1926, for the reasons stated
in that article.  It is impossible to
give many dimensions,' as they are
dependent upon individual require-
ments, but the details to be given will
prove to be sufficient. Nevertheless,
first make sure that the material is
large enough by making a rough set-
ting out, and if it is impossible to
obtain the complete length of paper
required, the shape can 'be made in
two parts.

Making a Template
Assuming -fhb material is new ready,

.set out on a piece of spare paper an
oblong a quarter of au inch wider all
round than it is intended' the finished
diaphragm is to he, as illustrated in

A PICTURE FRAME
LOUD -SPEAKER

Full constructional details of a
loud -speaker which all can build

Fig. 1. We have then a template from
which all our dimensions can be
obtained.
- To commence the setting out proper,

draw a line on your material along, its
whole length and about one inch from
the bottom and mark an "'O " at each
end. About half an inch from the
left-hand side of the paper put 'the

A

0

Fig. I.
this, all

E

SECTION Of
B PICTURE ritual -
FIXING
BATTEN.)4%

C

0

PAPER
DIAPHRAGM

By marking out a template similar to
dimensions for making the diaphragm are

easily obtainable.

vertical line A0. By reference to
your template in Fig.- 1 AO can
easily be found. Parallel to 00 draw
the line AF, Fig. 3.
Now take the depth
OB, Fig. 1, and, as
shown in Fig. 3, draw
the line XX. The
next horizontal line,
ZZ, is the distance
OC in Fig. I. You
should now have four
horizontal parallel
lines.

Marking Out
To proceed with the

zig-zag line take the
distance AB (Fig. 1)
on a strip of paper,
marking it very care-
fully; place one mark
made on this slip at
the point marked A
(Fig. 3), ancl,swing it
round until the other
mark cuts through the
point B on the top line XX and pro-
duces the vertical line OB. In a
similar manner take the distance BC
and place one end on the point B

By E. LUSBY

(Fig. 3) and swing round to the point
C in the next horizontal line below and
mark the vertical line CO. The line
DO is the same distance from CO as
BO is. The line E, again, is -the same
distance from DO as AO is from BO.
This may all sound very complicated,
but, as a matter of fact, as the work
proceeds, it is really 'very simple.

Join together A B C D E and
half the shape is drawn, and it
is only necessary -to duplicate
the shape already obtained to
complete this part of the work.
The reader can choose for him-
self whether the whole shape
shall be in one or two pieces,
according to the size of paper
he can get. It may have been
gathered already that the zig-
zag edge is that which becomes
the outside of the rectangle.

Preparing for Pleating
The next step is to mark the

lines for pleating, and most
likely it will be found that the
distances between the vertical
lines already obtained are not

necessarily distances that can readily
be divided into half inches. This,
however, is overcome in the following

The screws holding the batten which carries the
earpiece should be screwed home very tightly,

otherwise rattling may occur.

way. Place one end of your rule or
tape measure on the edge of one line,
as shown in Fig. 3, and move the
other end upwards until the nearest
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A Picture Frame Loud -Speaker
(Continued)

half inch meets the next vertical line,
between Which the divisions are being
made, tick off each half inch, and
similarly between the rest of the main
tines until the whole shape is marked
for pleating.

The Centre Hole
If you refer to Fig. 3 once more you

will see a dotted line a quarter of an
inch above the line 00; put this in
and remember this is the line to cut
along, the portion below being removed
to allow for the centre fixing.

Also in Fig. 3 you will see that an
additional half inch. is allowed beside
the line OF; this is for joining when
pleated. If the shape is being made
in two pieces, remember to allow a
similar joining piece
at the side of the
line E.

Cutting Out
Cut out the

shape, i.e., along
the zig-zag lines,
down the line AO,
along the dotted
line a quarter of an
inch from the base,
and leaving the
joining strip before -
mentioned. N o w
pleat the shape very
carefully, bending
the paper 'first one
way on the first
line marked and then in the oppo-
site direction on the next, and so- on
until the whole is pleated.

and place a weight on the top and
leave to thoroughly set and harden.

Fixing to the Frame
To secure the diaphragm to the

frame apply a little Seccotine along
the edge and attach to the frame in
the position required, and further
secure ft by f.colr small battens screwed
to the back, as shown in Fig. 2.

A Brown " A " type earpiece has
been used to operate the diaphragm,
the earpiece being attached to a hard-
wood batten and the batten eventually
screwed to the frame in the required
position.

Fixing the Earpiece
For connection

PICTURE
FRAME

BATTENS
SECURING
DIAPHRAGM

RAWL
PLUG

CORK

Fig. 2. - For connection between
diaphragm and reed, the author has
found nothing to equal a small

Rawl Plug.

Finishing the Diaphragm
The constructor should now try out

the shape, remembering the long
straight line is to become the centre.
If all is in order, join the end AO
with the strip at the`opposite end, left
on for that purpose, and leave the
whole in the form of a pleated cylinder
to set for several hours.

To obtain the final shape, stand the
diaphragm " to be " on its zig-zag end,
on a fairly smooth surface and gently
press the top end inwards; when fiat
insert a cork (i in. long and in.
diameter, well treated with Seccotine)
into the hole formed in the middle,

X

A

between diaphragm
and reed the author
has found nothing
to equal a small
" Rawl Plug " in-
serted into the cork
centre and secured
by a little Secco-
tine, no other con-
nection being made
with the earpiece,
except by contact.
T h e Rawl Plug
should be slightly
longer than is re-
quired for contact,
so that the batten
carrying the ear-
piece does not have
to be screwed down

to the frame tight, but leaves a little
freedom for varying the pressure,
which should be worked in conjunction
with the earpiece adjustment itself.

It should be mentioned that the
screws holding the earpiece batten
should fit very tightly, otherwise
rattling may occur.

0 0

News in Advertisements
There is little doubt that the vogue

of fixed resistors for filament control
is increasing steadily. Particulars of
one of the latest of these, the " Tern-
pryte," are obtainable from Sydney S.
Bird and Sons, and brief mention of
these components will be found' in
their advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.

Fig. 3.

-0
rp-,

To obtain the dimensions AB, AO, and S3 on, refere-ace
should be made to the template.

P4"

Budd your own
loud speaker for

the summer.
Summer Time ! To be
spent in the garden
basking in the sun-your
diversion the invisible
entertainer, radio. It is
a thing to look forward
to, this restfulness
and to the full rower
and mellow music of
the "Lissenola," And the
cost ? - negligible; for your
finished loud sp-aker works
out at less than 15/- (the
"Lissenola" is 13/6, and with
it we give you full-size dia-
grams and clear instructions
how to build a proved horn
for a few pence). You could
not have a better loud speaker
whatever price you paid.
If you prefer it you can easily
convert the "Lissenola' to
carry a cone or any whet
diaphragm work'ng on the
reed principle by attaching
the Lisseri Reed (1/- extra).
In addition, if you possess a
gramophone you have only
to substitute the Lissenola for
the sound -box to convert it
at once into a radio loud
speaker.

Ask your dealer to show
you the

LISSENOLA
LISSEN LIMITED,
18-22, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey.

Managing Director: Thomas N. Cole
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Operating Notes on the

"Cockaday-Hartley"
.. Three -Valve Set ..

By JOHN W. BARBER
HE adjustment of the aerial

coupling will best be carried
out by listening to a fairly
weak signal, and altering
the tapping until it is de-

cided which gives the best signals.
This can be left alone thereafter, and
excepting for wide differences in wave-
length, will be found satisfactory. If
the receiver does not appear to give

with the set just below the point at
which oscillation commences, and this
is easily effected by careful adjustment
of the reaction condenser. The two
dials, in the receiver described, have
almost the same settings for the
various stations, the intermediate
closed circuit condenser actually read-
ing a few degrees behind the grid
circuit condenser.

Mg&

tuned circuit and the grid ci rcifld of
the detector valve is mounted by means
of a piece of ebonite secured to the

ebonite ring upon which the coil is
wound, a single screw passing through
the flat piece of ebonite into the base-
board. The whole coif is thus enabled
to rotate, and thus the optimum
coupling may be obtained. In the
receiver described this coil consisted of

The receiver, which was described in our last issue, employs two special home -constructed coils in addition
to the split coil seen on the right of the L.F. transformer.

good signals on a particular station,
the dial setting for winch is somewhat
different from that at which the

'adjustment was. made, it May be
advantageous to try the effect of a
readjustment of the aerial coupling
turns. Those who are familiar with
the shape of the aerial turns-signal
strength curve for this particular form
of coupling will realise the necessity
for readjustment of the turns when
moderately large changes in wave-
length are effected.

Tuning -in on the Loud -Speaker
It will, in general, not be necessary

to employ telephones for tuning pur-
poses, although some may prefer to do
so, especially at this time of the year,
when daylight lasts so long anti when
conditions are generally unfavourable
to long-distance reception. Birming-
ham and Bournemouth were tuned -in
directly on the loud -speaker with no
difficulty, while with a little care New_
castle, Glasgow, Hamburg and San
Sebastian could be brought in in the
same manner.

Simultaneous Use of Dials
The tuning is carried out upon both

dials, the " Neutrovernia " condenser
being employed for reaction purposes.
It will be best to work all the time

The slow motion drive will be found
necessary in all cases other than when
receiving the local station at a few
miles, and some such control should be
provided upon the condensers em-
ployed, if different from those
specified.

The Coupling Coil
The small coil which effects the

coupling between the intermediate

five turns of No. 36 d.s.c. wire, and the
coil was inclined at .about 35 degrees
to the Dimic coil in the grid circuit.
In any case, the Vest position should
be ascertained by actual- trial.

The selectivity of the receiver will
appeal to those who are troubled with
interference, and who want to receive
broadcasting free from unwanted
signals, with simple apparatus at a
reasonable cost.

PROFESSOR HAZELTINE
AT ELSTREE

(Continued from page 342)

perfection has yet been attained,"
replied the Professor. " I have
tested a very large number of these
devices, and while in general the
results are good, I still prefer to use
batteries for high-tension supply.
But good progress is being made, and
in the future I think the electric light
mains will be used almost exclusively,
particularly as the tendency is towards
the use of valves which take a large
high-tension current.'"

The Howling Problem
In further conversation Professor

Hazeltine expressed surprise that we
have not yet succeded in solving the
problem of the howler in this country.
After carefully examining the crystal -
controlled wavemeter which, has
proved so useful a part of the equip-
ment of the Elstree Laboratories, the
Professor complimented Radio Press,
Ltd., on the .whole equipment and the
work that was being carried out
there. " The Laboratories are very
well equipped for .the work they hay
to do," remarked the Professor, " anif
both listeners and the trade should be
very grateful to Radio Press for the
work they are doing in serving the
art."
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MR. REYNER has just been telling
me how relieved he was to find

that the burglars who recently visited
Elstree and succeeded in getting away
with a number of sets and valves, were
unable to steal the plans of the re-
markable series of sets now under
preparation. - They failed, as has
already been announced, in their
attempt to remove the " Elstree Six,"
for it was screveed down and by no
means rapidly detachable from the
bench. The way drawees and. cup-
boards had been opened reveals that
the intruders were obviously searching
for something they were unable to
find, and it would indeed have been a
calamity if the vital figures and ealcu-
lations relating to some of the new
designs had disappeared at the same
time as the sets which were taken.
While, of course, such information is
ultimately replaceable if stolen, the
large amount of data carefully collated
in the series of experiments would not
have been easy to re -assemble.

SOME time ago I mentioned In
these columns that I had installed

a crystal set for an elderly relation
at Bournemouth. The good lady in
question, as I previously stated, had
no experience whatever of wireless
receivers, and still stands in awe of
them. It speaks well for the relia-
bility of the modern permanent crystal
detector that the adjustments have
remained untouched since Whitsun-
tide, when I personally readjusted the
crystal to see whether I could get any
louder signals (I couldn't!). The set
was put in. at Easter, so that from
that time until now the crystal de-
-teeter has been touched only once, and
then only out of curiosity.

THERE are some exceedingly good
advertisements of the telephone

now appearing in the daily papers. If
you examine them you will- see that,
they are issued by the Telephone
Development Association and not by
the Post Office, as you might at first
imagine. The Telephone Development
Association is really a combination of
practically all the manufacturers of

' telephone instruments, who, realising
that by boosting the telephone they
will ultimately benefit themselves quite
considerably, spend each year a good
deal of money in popularising this

wEDNE5

means of communication. There are
still many thousands of people to
whom the advantages of broadcasting
have not yet been brought home, and
a similar publicity for radio has been
frequently advocated in the past by
Radio Press journals. I understand
that a movement is now on foot to
put these suggestions into effect.

A sketch of Sir Harry Lauder auto-
graphed for the" Wireless" Cartoonist
by the famous comedian who broadcast

recently.

THE criticisms that have been
levelled at the Government's pro-

posal to adopt the Broadcasting, Com-
mittee's report have apparently had
some effect, for I see that the Post-
master -General took great pains to
impress upon the House that the new
scheme was not to be " governmental
control." In any case, the matter has
still to be fully discussed in the House,
and as a lot of people have very
definite opinions on the subject, which
no doubt they will, communicate to
their Members of Parliament, I should
not be at all surprised to see important
modifications to the proposals before
they become law.

7.4

ir--
DROFESSOR HAZELTINE'S repu-

tation for modesty has been still
further enhanced since his arrival in
this country. Everyone who has had
the privilege of meeting him has been
struck by his most retiring disposition.,
which is quite different from that of
many inventors -who have contributed
far less to the art.

The Professor's 'name, by the way,
is pronounced Hazeltine with a long
" a," and not as if it were spelt
Hazzletine, the final syllable being pro,
nounced " teen " and not " tine."
The Professor is proud, of his English
ancestry, and, told me the other day
that so far as he had, been able tsa
trace the history of his family, it is
all English, or,. rather, British, for his
mother was partly English and partly
Scotch.

* * *

AMONG the important people who
have visited this country in

company with Professor Hazeltine
must be. numbered Mr.' Willis H.
Taylor, Counsellor at Law and Vice -
President of the Hazeltine Corpora-
tion. Mr. Taylor is, perhaps, the
greatest Patent Lawyer in the United
States at the present time, and has
acted both. for Professor Hazeltine and
Mr. Armstrong when ;the latter fought
his famous case to establish his right
to the invention of reaction. The
story of. Mr. Taylor's association with
radio reads almost like a romance, for
he was originally one of Professor
Hazeltine's pupils, and was the first to
realise the immense importance of the
invention associated with the Pro-
fessor's name. I believe, too, the
actual word " Neutrodyne" was coined
by Mr. Taylor, who, by the way, is
still in the early thirties ! Radio is
truly the young man's profession.

*

CAPTAIN ECKERSLEY was in
great form at the recent' lun-

cheon to Professor Hazeltine. In
elaborating his arguments for the
alternative programme scheme, he
pointed out the advantages of having
two programmes to grumble at instead
of one. " I know the programmes are
rotten," said Captain Eckersley, " but
of course I am not personally respon-
sible for them." (Cheers.) " My
brother is! " (Loud cheers.)

It was interesting to see so many
people in radio making acquaintance

(Continued on next page.)
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The Week's Diary -continued
for the first time or renewing , them
after a lengthy interval. After lunch
a little group. consisting, of Captain
Round, Captain Eckersley, Professor
Hazeltine, Mr. Taylor and Mr. Reyner
were found in a corner eagerly dis-
cussing all kinds of schemes until long
after the rest of the guests had distri-
buted themselves over London; when
they finally concluded the discussion
the found the tables completely
cleared and that they were standing in
what was otherwise an empty room !

I noticed Sir Edward Marshall Hall,
who sat next to Mr. Taylor, spent most
of the lunch time in animated conver-
sation with the latter gentleman,
apparently discussing differences in the
law between the two countries, while
Commander Kenworthy found himself
next to a Member of the United States
Consulate who was well acquainted
with American Naval affairs. This
led to some interesting interchanges of
naval experiences.

* *

A S one who realises his responsi-
bilities as a diarist and the

awful results which may arise from an
incorrect statement, I hasten to don
sackcloth and ashes and to beat my
forehead on the ground preparatory to
the statement that I have done an in-
justice to an important member of the
Radio Press Laboratories.

Writing last week I described Mu in
such a way as to give the impression
that she was a member of the fair sex.
I hasten to apologise; Mu is a member
of the unfair sex, and in the accom-
panying photograph he is seen dicta -
phoning an energetic protest to the
Editors.

AMONG the many interesting de-
velopments in radio which have

had important effects on
other arts must be men-
tioned the development of
pure reproduction of sound
and the elimination of un-
wanted echoes due to our
progress in the development
of acoustics. It is an open
secret that the big gramo-
phone companies have all
drawn upon the experience
gained in the wireless art
for the improvement of their
methods of recording, and
now I see the suggestion has
been made that the problem
of acoustic, defects in the
Council Chamber of the
Middlesex Guildhall should
be tackled, or, rather, cir-
cumvented by the installation of
microphones as has been done in the
House of Lords. The acoustics of the
particular Council chamber have
always been bad, and previous
attempts to remedy matters have

. failed hopelessly.
*,

AWIRELESS expert whose name is
known to every reader of this

journal remarked to me the other day
that when any man said " wireless was
in its infancy' he felt a strong desire
to resort to personal violence. He
certainly has my sympathy. It is one
of those stultifying phrases which lead
the uninitiated to believe the art is not
by any means so advanced as it
actually is. The first wireless tele-

An unconventional method of tuning-
': al This snake, who appears to be a
privileged person, seems to use his tail

for the purpose.

phony signals were transmitted at
least twenty-six years ago. How long
is it since we first saw moving pictures
publicly exhibited? As far as I can
remember, twenty-six years ago

Mu " dictaphones a protest to the Editors I

America on the direction and operation
of goods trains by radio telephony.
This, of course, is hailed as " the
advent of a new era in goods opera-
tion." If the paragraphists in ques-
tion had troubled to look into the
matter, they would have found that
communication by radio telephony
with moving trains was effected on the
Lackawanna railroad many years ago
and was prominently " stunted " at
the time in both American and British
newspapers. Since that time the ex-
periment has been repeated on other
railways, and last year saw some very
successful tests carried out in this
country. The whole question is not
whether it is possible to communicate
by radio to a. moving train-any wire-
less expert can tell you of a dozen
ways in which it can be satisfactorily
effected-but whethe1 it is really a
practical business proposition. In the
recent tests a report says that " con-
versation between an engine and a
guard van was carried on for five
hours during a severe electrical and
rain storm." Very interesting, no
doubt, but what was the real practical
advantage to justify the expense?

WHATEVER other difficulties I
have to contend with in pre-

paring this diary each week, thank
goodness I do not have .to read it in
public, or I might be involved in the
present discussions on the correct way
to pronounce various words. I see
that Dr. Bridges, the Poet -Laureate,
has been appointed Chairman of the
Committee to standardise the pronun-
ciation of the announcers of the
British Broadcasting Company, and I
wish him all success. The trouble is

that while you and I may be
excused for differing in our
pronunciation of certain
words, we all assume that
.linguistic experts agree upon
the pronunciation of all the
words which are likely to be
used by the announcers. In
point of fact, they do not !

Whatever the .constitution
of the Committee appointed
to carry out this standardisa-
tion, I can easily -imagine
that the most heated argu-
ments will take place. The
pronunciation at Cambridge
differs from the " Oxford
manner." In the North
Country, too, the vowels are
given a different value. In

London had no picture palaces of any any case, the high standard of pro -
kind, yet for some reason or other nunciation at present adopted by the
nobody troubles to remark that the announcers is not generally realised.
moving picture business is " in its I only wish the people who tell us the
infancy." names of the items played by the

This question of " in its infancy " various jazz bands could speak English
also suggests another phrase. " the half as well! By the way, I notice
advent of a new era" in this or that Sir Landon Ronald prefers "piano -
direction. I see that several papers fort " to " pianoforty."
are referring to some recent tests in WAVE -TRAP.

4,1
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COMPONENTS
WE HAVE

AIWA -a, TRIED
Conducted by the " Wireless

Combined Wavetrap and Filter
wE have received from Messrs. Claude

Lyons, British Agents for the
General Radio Co. of America, a com-
bined wavetrap and filter.

This instrument comprises a small
geared condenser to the terminals of
which a special coil is connected. This

The combined wavetrap and filter sub-
mitted for test by Messrs. Claude
Lyons, British Agents for the General

Radio Co. of America.
4.-4-4-44-40-4-4-4-4-4-4.----
coil is provided with two windings, one
of which is tuned by the condenser, and
the other of -which acts as a coupling
winding and is tapped with a small
switch. The aerial circuit is connected to
the coupling winding, which may either be
arranged as a series rejector, or shunted
across the receiver.

The condenser is calibrated in wave-
lengths when used with the appropriate
coil, and on test this calibration was
found to be accurate over the whole of the
range. When employed as a wavetrap, it
was found to assist the selectivity to a
considerable extent, although it was not
quite as good as the tapped auto -coupled
arrangement which is very commonly
employed. The instrument is very well
constructed and attractively finished. The
calibration of the condenser scale renders
the device particularly suitable as an
absorption wavemeter (one' of the purposes
for which it is intended), while the trap-
ping action is quite up to standard. We
cast thoroughly recommend this component
for use.

Etherplus Anti-Vibro Valve -Holder
THIS valve -holder, which is constructed

on low -loss principles, is designed
for baseboard mounting. The insulating
material is placed some distance away -
from the valve -sockets, the sockets them-
selves being mounted through a rubber
base, which is claimed by the manufac-
turers to be non -deteriorating. Connec-
tions from the sockets to the terminals
are made by means of springy strips of
metal, this springy action assisting in ob-
taining the necessary amount of , anti -
vibratory' movement. Soldering tags and
terminals are provided.

Laboratories, Elstree.

The component was tested in a receiver
and was found to function quite satisfac-
torily, and to damp out microphonic
noises to a large extent. When a valve
was inserted, it proved a good. fit. The
manufacturer of this holder is Mandaw.

C.A.V. Multiple Fixed Condenser
ACONDENSER unit capable of giv-

ing 14 different values of capacities
according to the method of connection has
been forwarded to us for examination by
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.

When using the component one ter-
minal which is marked .000 always forms
one connection, and the other connections
may be taken to any of the points marked
1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, which will give a value of
.0001, .0002, .0003, .0004 or .0005 respec-
tively. If higher capacity values are re-
quired it is necessary to join the terminal
No. 5 to any of the other terminals, and
take the connection from either of the
two so joined-thus 5 and 1 joined to-
gether will give a value of .0006.

When tested at our Laboratories the
capacities were found to be .0001, .00015,
.0002, .0004 and .0005.

Cardwell Variable Condenser
ANEAT and well -manufactured acces-

sory is to be foulid in the Cardwell
variable condenser which has been sent to
our Elstree Laboratories by the Rothermel
Radio Corporation of Great Britain.

In the Cardwell condenser the now
familiar method of " floating" the fixed

plates has been adopted.

The plates are manufactured from
aluminium, while two ebonite strips In
sulate the metal frame from the fixed
plates, connect ion being taken from
terminal points which are made through
the ebonite strip to the flXed and moving
plates. The instrument has a very smooth
motion, is rigidly constructed, three -hole
fixing. being provided for.

The rated capacity is .0005, and on test
this reading was found to be correct.

BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKER.
With the LISSENOLA, BROWN A, or an adjustable
F.arpiece, and our perfectly made, highly finished
Specialitiee, you can madly construct a handsome Hornless
Paper diaphragm type Loudepeaker, many other approved
type. You will obtain volume with unsurpassed tonal
quality. Prices, particulars and Diagrams for Stamp.

Goodman 's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4
Also obtainable front Spencer's Stores ,4.15,3fason's A ve,E.C.2

MEFE.,
MAP CO, 246 Gt L1sterSt ,Birminqharri.

WIRELESS. - Capable, trustworthy men
with spare im who wish to substantially

increase income ...Attired where we are not
fully represented. Applicants must have
practical knowledge of installation of Set and
Aerial, be a householder or live with parents,
and be able to give references ; state age and
experience. Address : Dept. 38, GENERAL
RADIO COMPANY, LIMITED, Radio House,
Regent Street, London, W.I.

PICK ETTS CABINETS
For every Wireless Constructor.

Send for Cabinet Designs and Lists free.
Pickets (W.L.) Cabinet Works, Bexley -Heath.

CAMERAS at BARGAIN PRICES
Take your Holiday Snaps with a
Camera you can choose from
London's Largest Selection of
NEW AND SECOND-HAND
CAMERAS by all leading makers.

FREEIllustrated List of Camera
Bargains. All makes at
half usual list prices.

SANDS HUNTER'S,
37 Bedford St., Strand,W.C.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
British made round or square Leclanche Glass Jars,

x 14 x_ 11, for wet H.T. Units. Waxed, 1/8
dos. ; plain, dos. Carriage and packing extra.
'Phones and Loud Speaker. reconditioned, 4/8 &
The H.R.P. Co., 1, Cokterill Road, Da tion Lane, E.8.

yal/peo fleitaiteel
AS GOOD AS NEW!!

(Except Weoo, S.P.'s and low
capacity types.) Minimum D.E.
Current 0.15 amps when repaired.

ALL BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS
Listed at less than 101-.

Minimum charge - - 5 f-

VALCO .T8'.bVol.

EARTH FAULTS ENDED
Entirely new method of Earth -system efficiency. 20 per cent.
to 200 per cent. increase guaranteed. Vastly superior to all
metal sulphates. Ideal for all outdoor Earths. 2/8 complete,
poet 6d. Cash 032 delivery if desired. Particulars free.

J. W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
Phone :Centra11950. Approved by Radio Association.

AGENTS to sell cheapest and safest
non - pumping petrolgas

lamp ; good income earned converting paraffin
lamps into 15o c.p. Titus Light.

TITUS, Kingston, BRIGHTON.

All communications regarding
advertisements should be
addressed to :

The Advertisement Manager,
"WIRELESS,"

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephone : City 9911.
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The Postmaster -General,
Sir W. Mitchell -Thomson.

AT last we have some light from
the Postmaster -General on the

Government's intention with regard to
broadcasting. It is probable that but
for the action of WIRELESS in urging
listeners in the country to demand
some statement of the Government's
intentions we should have been fobbed
off with no information at all from
the Postmaster -General until the
House rose at the beginning of
August', not to meet again until next
November.

An Ancient Custom
I will now let the readers of WIRE-

LESS into, a little Parliamentary
secret. A certain number of Supply
days, when Estimates are discussed,
have to 'be allotted in every Parlia-
mentary Session. These Supply days
are the opportunity for Members of
Parliament to exercise -their ancient
right of discussing grievances before
voting supplies of money. And by
long usage thesubjects for discussion
are chosen by the Opposition. The
subject for discussion on Wednesday,
July 14, was the Post Office Estimates,
put down at the request of -the Labour
Party, and primarily for the purpose
of bringing up certain grievances of
the Post Office servants.

A Vote of Confidence
It is unusual -to vote against the

Post Office Estimates, as they are very
complicated, and also because the Post
Office is a revenue -producing Depart-
ment and brings a good deal of money
into the Treasury. Furthermore, it is
very difficult to carry a vote against
the Government on " Supply," as a
hostile vote against -the Government
on Supply must inevitably mean the
Government's resignation.

Efery Division on the Estimates,
therefore, is looked upon by the
Government as a vote of confidence.
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THE .FUTURE OF
. . .BROADCASTING

By Lt. -Comdr. the Hon. J. M. KENWORTHY, R.N., M.P.
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In this specially -prepared article will be found an account of the policy of
the Government as regards the future of broadcasting in this country as
disclosed in the Postmaster -General's speech recently, with Commander

Kenworthy's trenchant comments thereon.

No vote, therefore, on the Govern-
ment's intentions with regard to
broadcasting could have been effective
on the Post Office Estimates. Never-
theless, the intention of the Govern-
ment Whips was to sandwich a discus-
sion on broadcasting in and amongst
the other subjects raised on the Post
Office Estimates, and they would then
have said that this was an opportunity
for the House of Commons to discuss
the Government's proposals and that
no further debate was necessary.
This would have meant a " blank
cheque " for the Postmaster -General.
But, fortunately, the vigilance of a
few Members prevented this, and Mr.
Ramsay MacDonald himself, the offi-
cial leader of the Opposition, pointed
out that the Vote had been asked for
with no reference to broadcasting, and
primarily in order to raise regular
Post Office matters on the floor of the
House.

A Tactical Victory
The Government Whips gave way,

and we are now promised a full oppor-
tunity for debate before the new
broadcasting organisation takes over
the plant, broadcasting stations, pro-
grammes, experience and goodwill of
the old British Broadcasting Company.
This further opportunity will take
place in the autumn, and it will be
possible for Parliament to insist on
certain safeguards for the listeners
fo which I shall refer presently. With
a little pressiire the Government may
be induced to take their Whips off
and allow free voting on their pro-
posals.

By way of showing haw inadequate
the opportunity-- was last Wednesday
to discuss -this vitally important' sub-
ject, of interest perhaps to 5,000,000
listeners in the country, I might men-
tion that only three Members of Par-
liament, including myself, spoke on
broadcasting, not' counting the Post-
master -General and his assistant ; and
the other two were both members of
Lord Crawford's Committee, whose
report is being adopted by the Govern-
ment.

B.B.C. Success
The Postmaster -General told us that

1,900,000 licences were taken out in
1925. In July, 1925, 1,387,000 licences

were in force, and on July 14 of this
year the number had risen to
2,076,000. I am informed that the
number of wireless receiving sets in
use by the far larger population of the
United States of America is between
three and four millions. I have no -

knowledge, nor, I suppose, has any-
body else, as to the number of receiv-
ing sets in use in this country in
excess of the current licences. But
it is certainly considerable, as 300
people have been prosecuted for not
taking out licences while in possession
of receiving sets during the last six
months. I should say at a rough guess
that at least two and a quarter mil-
lion receiving sets are in use in this
country, and, compared to the United
States, this means a greater number
of sets per thousand of the inhabitants
than in America. As we are a much
poorer country, this in itself is a
tribute to -the success, so far, of the
British Broadcasting Company.

It was rumoured that Lord Reading
was to be the chief of the new B.B.C.,

but this has been denied.

A Significant Statement
The Postmaster -General's Statement

boiled itself, down to his announcement
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The Future of Broadcasting -continued

that, the Government proposed to
accept the findings of the Committee
which sat last year under the Chair-
manship of the Earl of Crawford and
reported this spring. We are pro-
mised no interruption of the service,
and the Postmaster -General used the
following significant words:

If broadcasting is to live in this
country, I am certain that its
vitality will be increased directly as
you can succeed in divorcing it from
political activities."

If the Government lives up to its
own professed intentions of not inter-
fering unnecessarily, this is satisfac-
tory. But I shall show later that
there is need for extreme vigilance if
this policy is not to be departed from.

Statute Limitations
The Postmaster -General then ex-

amined the different methods
by which the new broadcast-
ing authority could be get
up. He rejected the idea of
making a statutory body.
The reason for this is that
experience in the Law Courts
has shown that all the powers
of a statutory authority must
be strictly confined within
the limits of the words of
the statute, and for this
reason a statute should be
avoided. The Postmaster -
General did not say so, but I
presume he was thinking of
the great developments of
broadcasting which may be
confidently expected in the
future.

Per example, it will be
possible in a very few years'
time not only to broadcast
words and music, but even
moving pictures by wireless.
And it might be held in a

Supplementary Estimates.. In any
ease we are promised a draft of the
petition to be laid before the Privy
Council and all other relevant papers.
These documents will be laid before
Parliament previous to the discussion
next autumn. This is a considerable
concession to Parliament as represent-
ing the electors generally, and
listeners in particular, and is some-
thing like a triumph for those who
have carried on a campaign for a
popular voice in any decision come to.

Finance
The Rt. Hon. William Graham, who

was Financial Secretary to -the Trea-
sury .in the Labour Government, and
one of the members of Lord Craw -
ford's Committee, pleaded that the
accounts of the new Corporation be
audited by the Comptroller and

CONSPIRACY !

with good results. This is satisfactory
so far as- it goes, but one could not
help. wishing that the neutrodyne re-
ceiver were in general use in this
country, and! that the great invention
of Mr. Scott -Taggart , and Professor -
Hazeltine were more easily available
for listeners in this country. When
every licence -holder in Great Britain
has a neutrodyne receiver there need
be no more " howling."

Power and Wavelengths
I myself raised the question of the

broad lines of future policy, referring
to the need of six high -power wireless
stations, giving alternative simulta-
neous programmes instead of the
eighteen or twenty existing stations.
This would have been the policy of the
old British Broadcasting Company if
it had been allowed to continue, with

perhaps a three years'

Some members of the Chinese National Party in
Los Angeles once used a radio set to keep in

touch with their friends in San Francisco.

Court of Law that the
statute of the new authority did
not empower it to take advantage of
this presently -to -be perfected inven-
tion.

The Postmaster -General then stated
that a Company could be formed
under the Company Acts. He rejects
this proposal because in order to main-
tain control, the Government would
be forced to acquire or to hold shares,
and this he considers undesirable.

By Royal Charter
The action proposed, therefore, is to

apply to the Privy Council to grant a
Royal Charter to an incorporated body
which will be known in future as the
British Broadcasting Corporation.
This body will hold its licence under
the. Postmaster -General for ten years.
Parliamentary sanction will have to
be sought either by legislation, which
means an Act of Parliament, or by

Auditor -General and then come before
the Public Accounts Committee of the
House of Commons. This would -give
a good deal of control over finance to
Parliament, and is an excellent sug-
gestion. But ViScount Wolnaer, M.P.,
the Assistant Postmaster -General, who
replied for the Government before' the
debate ended, declined to be drawn on
this point.

It was announced that the British
Broadcasting Company Imo now been
given authority to construct an experi.
mental station at Daventry, using 20
kilowatts of power, and to work ,on
300-500 metre wavelength.

Oscillation
The Government also made some

sympathetic remarks about the oscil-
lating nuisance, and declared that
their inspectors had been calling on
known oscillators, and warning them,

licence, renewable or other-
wise at the end of that
period, as advocated by the
Radio Association in its
evidence before Lord Craw-
ford's Committee. But the
Assistant, Postmaster -General
was careful to avoid this sub -
wet, and we shall have to
wait for a more detailed
statement of policy until the
autumn.

Nor was any tatisfac-
tion given to the plea put
forward for a wide wave-
length band for broadcasting
in this country. I am being
forced to believe that if the
progress of broadcasting is
not to be checked in the next -
few years a broad band of
between 300 and 3,000
metres, with gaps in it re-
served for service purposes,
must be placed at the dis-
posal of broadcasting.

What Must be Done
That, then, is roughly the position.

Now it 'remains for listeners to bring
pressure to bear on their Members of
Parliament to support certain safe-
guards which will be proposed in the
interests of listeners when the Govern-
ment's detailed plan comes before
Parliament in the autumn.

First and foremost we want financial
freedom.

The extraordinary proposal of Lord
Crawford's Committee that the sur-
plus of broadcasting' should go to the
State must be stamped upon by Par-
liament. It must be made absolutely
clear that the proceeds of the licences
go to the improvement of the service
and the programmes..

(Ko be concluded.)
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By J. H. REYNER,
B.Sc. (Hons.), D.I.C., A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E., Joint Editor

In this article Mr. tieyner explains clearly the characteristics cf the "straight -line -wavelength" and the "straight -lire
frequency" condensers and their r_su, and foreshadows an important development in condenser design.

ABOUT two years ago the craze for
square -law condensers invaded

this country, and the result is that the
great majority of variable condensers
in use at the present day are designed
to have a square -law capacity curve
giving a more or less linear relation
between the dial reading and the
wavelength. Indeed, the older pattern
of semi -circular plate condenser has
practically disappeared from the
market..

New Developments
New developments are constantly

being made, and it' is interesting to
consider whether, in view of the
present state of radio, the square -law
condenser is best suited to our pur-
pose. Some twelve months ago the
straight -line -frequency condenser was
introduted in America, and received
a welcome which gave the impression
that it was the only type of condenser
that was of any use. Such condensers
have been made up in this country,
but their use has not become general
practice so far.

Let us consider briefly what happens
with the various types of condensers,
arid how the shaping of the plates
affects the tuning. The simple semi-
circular plate type of condenser gives
a directly proportional relation be-
tween the dial reading and the
capacity of the condenser. That is to
say, if the dial reading is doubled,
then the capacity of the condenser is
also doubled. There may in practice
be slight departures from the true pro-
portionality due to small secondary
effects, but these are not serious and
do not enter into the preserit discus-
sion.

Cap4city and Wavelength
Now a condenser of this type has

certain disadvantages when used in a
wireless circuit. This is due to the
fact that the wavelength'of a wireless
circuit does not depend upon the
simple value of the capacity, but upon
the square root of this quantity.

If we have a given coil and we tune
it with a given capacity, then the
circuit will respond to a certain wave-
length. If we double the value of the
capacity, the wavelength to which the
circuit will respond is not increased

to twice its former value, but only
to N,/2 times the initial wavelength,
ie., about 1.4 times as great as .it was
before. If we wish to double the
wavelength to which the circuit will
respond we must increase the capacity
in the circuit four times.

Waveldngth Allocation
In this country (and in fact in

Europe generally) the various broad -

200 600

Fig. 1.-With the plain semi -circular
plate typeof condenser the wavelengths
are unpleasantly crowded at the lower

end of the scale.

cast stations have more or less been
allocated on a wavelength basis. That
is to say, there are more or less equal
intervals of wavelengths in between
the various stations. Consequently, if
we are to obtain easy tuning, some
arrangement which will give a more or
less equal spacing of- the wavelengths
around the tuning dial is to be pre-
ferred.

Now from what has just been said it
will be clear that a semi -circular plate
condenser will not give the required
separation of the stations, but will
tend to crowd the stations at the
bottom of the scale.

An Example
Let us take a practical example.

Let us assume that towards the bottom
of the condenser (say at 10 divisions
on the dial) we tune to 200 metres.
Suppose we now increase this capacity
three times, so that the dial reading is
now 30 instead'of 10. The wavelength
to which the circuit will tune will be

200 multiplied by N/3, which is 350
metres.

If we increase the capacity by an.
equal amount, so that the dial reading
is 60, the wavelength will be 200 x,
/6, which gives 490 metres. Finally,
by increasing the capacity by an equal
amount once again, so that the
capacity .is 9 times the original value,
we tune to a wavelength of 200 x ,/ 9,
i.e., 600 metres, corresponding to a
reading of 90 on the dial.

Crowding
These positions are indicated in

Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that
while the last 20 degrees on the scale
only cover a wavelength of less than
100 metres, the 20 degrees between 10
and 30 cover a wavelength of 150.
metres. In other words, the wave-
lengths all tend to crowd towards the
bottom. of the scale, which renders
tuning very difficult.

It was to overcome this disadvantage
that the square -law condenser was
introduced. This type of condenser is

This is an example of the shape of
plate used to give a " square -law" or

" straight -line -wavelength" effect.

so arranged that the actual capacity
in circuit is proportional to the square
of the dial reading. Thus if the dial
reading is doubled, the capacity in
circuit is four times the original value.
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"S.L.W." or "S.L.F." ?-continued
Special Plates

To achieve this result it is neces-
sary to have specially shaped plates
Such that. the capacity increases in the
desired relation to the dial reading:
There are many ways of accomplishing
this, but for the purposes of this
article we need only consider one The.
diagram in Fig. 2 shows. a common
type of plate employed. This, of
course, is the moving plate, the fixed
plates being similar in form, but. with
suitable provision to allow them to be
mounted up into a bank. With such
a condenser equal changes of dial
reading produce equal changes of
wavelength, and tuning becomes very
much easier.

A Frequency Basis
This type of condenser is useful

therefore for stations separated by
equal wavelength intervals. What
actually determines the separation
permissible. between the various sta-
tions, however, is not really the wave-
length, but the frequency difference
between the stations. If the stations
are too near they heterodyne each
other and produce -the continuous
whistle which is unfortunately only
too well known. Moreover, for a
given frequency difference the wave-
length separation is smaller on the
shorter wavelengths. Two stations
6 metres apart at 300 metres would
not interfere with each other, whereas
if they were only separated by 5
metres at a wavelength at 600 metres
there would be -a risk of interference,
because the frequency separation in
the. latter case is only half as much
as it is in the former case.

This has led in America to the
spacing of stations ' by frequencies
rather than by wavelengths. With
such an arrangement even the square -
law condenser tends to crowd the sta-
tions at the bottom end of the dial,
because they are no longer arranged
on an equal wavelength separation.

A Solution
The obvious solution in a case like

this is a condenser which will give an
equal frequency separation on the
dial, or,. as it is called, a straight-
line -frequency condenser. This type
of condenser has been described
before, and therefore need not be
dealt- with in great detail. It will
suffice to says that such condensers
must Ile designed to give a veryismall
variation of capacity per degree at
one end of the. dial and a. very large
change at. the other end. A common
type of plate is that shown in Fig. 3.

This renders the design of such con-
densers somewhat awkward, it being
a, matter of great difficulty to arrange
a sufficiently large maximum capacity
to eaver the 'broadcast band without -
making the condenser very large and

unwieldy. In the common form of
square -law condenser plate, as showif
in Fig. 2, the spindle is not placed
in the centre of the condenser, but
more to one side. With a straight-
line -frequency condenser this eecen-,
tricity has to be still further exag-
gerated, with the result that when the
plates are all out the instrument takes
up a large space on the panel.

Other Methods
This is a difficulty which can be

overcome to some extent by different

Fig. 2.-This diagram was drawn by
tracing off the outline of one of the
plates of a standard "square -law"

condenser.

methods of construction. To mention
two examples, Messrs. Peto-Scott and
Bowyer -Lowe have both made up a
condenser which takes up only a little
more room than an ordinary semi -cir-
cular type, and yet. which gives a
variation of capacity such as to give a
straight -line -frequency relation with
an ordinary coil. In any case the

Fig. 3.-This is an outline of a plate
from a straight-line,frequency con-

denser.

space occupied is a matter which can
be tolerated if an S.L.F. law is desir-
able.

Is It Necessary ?
There are many people, however,

who consider that the use of a
straight-line-frequentry condenser is
not desirable, particularly on this side
of the Atlantic. A reference to a list

NEXT WEEK
" Molly -coddling the

B.B.C."

of stations in order of wavelength
will show that the stations in this
country and in Europe are still more
or less uniformly spaced as regards
wavelength.

Moreover, the straight-line-fre-
queney condenser, with the very
large variation of capacity required at
the top of the scale, tends to produce
a very sharp tuning effect on the
longer wave stations. Although the
tuning is not actually any sharper, it
feels so owing to the very uneven capa-
city scale of the condenser.

There is an undoubted advantage in
separating stations at the bottom of
the scale, but having regard to all
points of view, the advantages and
disadvantages are fairly evenly dis-
tributed.

Another Aspect
There is another aspect of the clues.

tien, however, which has not yet been
put. forward, and yet which is one of
considerable importance at the pre,
sent time. This is the question of
matching various tuned circuits, so
that the dial readings shall all be
alike.- If this can be arranged the
tuning is very much simplified and
" gang -control" may even be a prac-
tical proposition.

If the dial readings are all to
read alike then accurate matching of
the various coils in use is essential.
Moreover, the coils must be similarly
wound so that their self -capacity shall
be the same, and all the condensers in
use must have exactly the same char-
acteristics. To fulfil all these condi-
tions simultaneously is a very difficult
matter.

If they are fulfilled approximately
then we get reasonably matched dial
readings, which facilitate tuning, hut
if we are to adopt a gang control, that
is to say, if we operate all the ron-
densers from one spindle, then the
conditions just laid down must be
complied with exactly, or else some
special balancing arrangements must
be provided.

A New Condenser
When considering this problem

several interesting points come to
Jight, and I propose to disease these

in the next instalment of this article.
The. actual capacity curve al the con-
denser in question has a considerable
effect upon the latitude which is per-
missible. In fact, there is one definite
type of condenser, different from all
those which we have just discussed,,
with which it is possible to balance up
the various circuits by a simple zero
adjustment on the condenser itself. I
shall discuss this form_ of condenser,
which is termed the logarithmic type,
and compare it with the other exist-
ing patterns in my next article. -

(To be concluded.)
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Amateur Transmitting Notes

QRA's Wanted
GZ-2B, MOS; 77LJ, FA-8RGS,

FE-8VX, G-6ZQ, XU-2RV, I3Z-SQ5,
SME, SS-2SI, UR, SIl.

LA -1J, FA -81P, FM-8MA, S-2BG,
PI-CD8, PCPP, B-82, SSB-F2, FL1.

G-6IH, G-6JN, LA -2X.

QRA's Found
G-2BAV : A. R. Gardner, " Ash-

leigh," Abbots Langley, Watford,
Herts.

R-FC6 : J. Julio Hiver, San Martin
166, Santa Fe, Argentina.

R-FF9: Eugenio de Lamorte,
Francia 64, Santa Fe, Argentina.

I-1BK : R. Spinotti, Piazza Vit-
torio Emmanuele N.5, Udine, Italy.

I-1FC: Carlo Forti, Via Galleria 9,
Tries* Italy.

LA -1X: J. 0. Berven, Melandsgtn.
14, Stavanger, Norway.

O-A4Z (new address) : J. S.
Streeter, " Wood Green," Liesbeek
Road, Rosebank, Cape Town, S.
Africa.

G-6XF : C. Powell, 33, Bridge
Street, Toll End, Tipton.

G-6ZP : 1472, Ashton Old Road,
nr. Openshaw, Manchester.

New Call -signs Allotted
G-2CS : Norman Guy, " Rose-

meath," Elm Park Road, Pinner,
Middlesex.

G-6TA : C. D. Abbott, 120, Caven-
dish Road, Balham, S.W.12.

G-6ZF : H. Ramsden, 15, Albert
Avenue, Urmston, Manchester.

Cards Held
We shall be glad if the following

stations, whose QRA's are unknown to
us, will claim cards that we hold for
them: BE-1AX, SS-8LBT, A-5KN,
D-PK7, RRP, GCA, G-3WK, R-DD7,
X-6XI, G-6EP, G-6CM, D-7XU,
X-GB2, U-1XV, TPXX.

" GET ON WITH IT !"
Some Readers' Comments

ISJR,-I am certain that Mr. John
Scott -Taggart is quite correct in all the
points he puts forward in his article
entitled, " Get on with It ! " The
B.B.C. is evidently pandering to some-
one, and by doing so is holding back
the entire radio industry in this country.

What do the G.P.O. and the B.B.C.
gain by dragging along as they are doing

at present? Are they waiting until
December 31 before any more work is
done ? They should both remember that
America's present prosperity is largely
due to the slogan, " Do it Now."

Yours faithfully,
F. L. Scow.

Burnham.

Sia,-I think it little short of a dis-
grace that the user of a valve receiver
in several parts of the country can receive
no more than two programmes (one of
them from 5XX) well enough to be enjoy-
able. Until the B.B.C. wakes up and
increases its power all round the radio
world will not only stagnate, but fall
backwards.

All thanks to Mr. Scott -Taggart for
his article last week. Let us hope that
someone will take his advice.

Yours faithfully, ,

M. CANE.
Oswestry.

SIR, -Mr. John Scott-Taggart's article,
" Get on with It ! " in the July 24 issue
of WIRELESS, sums up my views on the
position of the B.B.C. at the moment
most admirably. It has been demon-
strated that alternative programmes can
he provided for crystal- users even with-
in three miles of the broadcasting
station, but shall we hear any more of
it? I think not. Until the B.B.C.
pushes up the power of all its stations
and wipes, out all interference we shall
move no farther forward in this country.

Yours faithfully,
J. M. WALTER.

Lincoln.

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR'
BUILDERS OF THE "ELSTREE SIX"

So that the countless experi- The design adheres to the type
menters who invariably prefer here illustrated (.oz ohms loss
to use J.B.Condensers in all at a million cycles certified
their receivers may incorporate by the M.P.C.) in addition to
them in the " Elstree Six," we the other essential features
announce the introduction of Which characterise the J.B. to
.000s J.B.lowloss give the utmost
twin condenser. tuning efficiency.

OS 09 os 00 06 in t\\*%

J.B.
LOW LOSS

GEARED
VERNIER
(60 to 1).

17/6
00073 16/3
.0005 13/-
.0003 13/6
.00025 13/3
.0002 13/-
.0001 13/ -

Rot. No.
246009].

7. LOSS.B.LOW

1-001 - 18/-
100073 . u/8
1-0005 - 10/0
1.0003 . 01.
(1(0023 - 9/9

111,001
8/a

I

8/3

J.B. low loss Twin Condenser for the " Elstree Six "
.0005 mfd. 21/- each; £4 for the set of four.

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST ,7efephone:-
LONDON - W.1 GEI.RARD 7414

(First Floor)
Agcnts Jot Holland: Radio Bears, Papestraat 8, Sgavenhage, Hague, I Tolland. 1111
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This one h
Two windings, one of
a resistance of 6 ohms
and a continuation of
this on to a 30 -ohm
strip winding. Made
speciagy to meet de-
mand for a rheostat
covering needs of both
bright and dull emitter
valves. Resistance
wire wound on hard
fibre strip under great
tension and immune

as two windings !
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THE "PEERLESS"
DUAL RHEOSTAT

3/9

from damage. One -
hole fixing, terminals
conveniently placed.
Contact arm has
smooth, silky action.
All metal parts nickel -
plated.
Completewith ebonite
combined Knob and
Dial.

From Dealers or direct.
TradeTertnson request.

TBE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

IIMMININURIIIIMIUNIIIMMININIIIMI1111111M111111111MIIIMEMINI
111111M1111111111IMMIIIIMIIMMEIIMMIIIIIMI
2 "It Fit. Frelat-they cost

less and last much longer 1
Why pay more when this guaranteed Valve
costs only 4/11 ? Users have proved that
there is not a better D.E. Valve made. It is
a friend to the battery, it gives clearer tone,
more volume, and certainly lasts altuch
longer. Next time specify Frelats. If your
dealer cannot supply send P.O. 4/11, post
free, or request delivery C.O.D. and send 
6d. in stamps.

THE CONTINENTAL RADIO IMPORT CO., LTD., 
5, VITAL SQUARE, LONDON,  

ri1111
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Helps youyou to stock
for public demand

" WHAT the Wireless Journals are Doing "-a prominent
feature of THE WIRELESS DEALER-is invaluable to

all who sell radio apparatus.
Shelves need no longer be loaded with obsolete goods. This article gives

advance information regarding components to be used in forthcoming issues of
public wireless journals, and the public demand can now be both closely followed
and approximated.

THE WIRELESS DEALER always contains something interesting and
informative. It keeps you in close and intimate touch with the personnel of the
Industry and with all developments and inventions. Send for a specimen copy now.

SELECTION FROM CONTENTS
Speed up the High -Power Stations! Plain Words on Trade Conditions
"The Wireless Dealer" Service and Testing Unit By Leon A. Sharland

By PPM, W. Hams. M.I.R.E New Components for the Coming Season
There i, N Slump By J. H. Renner, B.Sc. (Hons.) A.C.G.I.

By A. W agge A.M.1.E.E.

SuoscRit VON RATES: 7/6 per annum (abroad 10/-). Available to the Trade
only. Trade card or business heading should accompany every subscription to
the SALES MANAGER, Radio Press, Ltd., Bush Hauge, Strand. London. IV .C.2.
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Ili& a question
of easier tuning

You'll find what you want in the R.I. Retro-
active Tuner. Simple tuning over the range
of wave -lengths from 175-4,000 metres. All in
one unit, not a multitude of coils to choose from.
Cheaper, too, than a set of coils with coil
holder to cover the same range.
Former wound with :a single layer of double silk
covered wire, proved to be more efficient than multi -
layer winding.
R.I. Workmanship-R.I. Results. Altogether the
right unit to tune in the station you're after, easily
and quickly.
Whatever future changes in wavelength the B.B.C. adopt
they will be well inside the range of the R.I. Retroactive
Tuner. It is a safe investment.

Price 39/6
Write for the R.I. Blue and Gold Catologue.
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